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1. This standardizationhandbook was developed by the US Army
Missile Conmiandin accordance with established procedure.

2. This publicationwas approved on 15 October 1973 for printing
and inclusion in the military standardizationhandbook series.

3. This document provides fundamental informationon packaging
methods and procedures for use in the protectionof precision
cleaned materiel. The handbook is not intended to be referenced
in its entirety for mandatory use in procurementspecifications
except for informationalpurposes. Specific materials may be
specified. No criteria herein is intended to supersede any
specificationrequirements.

4. Every effort has been made to reflect the 1atest information
available. It is the intent to review this handbook periodically
to insure its completenessand currency. Users requests for changes
and inclusions in this handbook should be sent to:

ConsnandingGeneral
US Army Missile Command
StandardizationDivision
AMSMI-RCS
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35809
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FOREWRD

The purpose of this document is the establishmentof general data
for operationaland performancecharacteristicsin handbook form
in accordance with DOO documentationcriteria for use in contami-
nation control technology relative to the logistic protectionfor
precision cleaned material.

The informationin this handbook is an accumulationof existing
documents, Governmental,Technical Society, and contractor data
which, after evaluation,was considered pertinent to the state-
of-the-art.

Materials and procedures included are those used by military
services and industry in the packaging of precision cleaned
products and logistics proceduresfor packaging precision cleaned
materials and items. These materials and procedureswere con-
sidered in conjunctionwith their effectivenessin maintaining

.1 .= ~ ~Podu~t f~om a controlledthlerequired cleanliness ?ev=, “,
environment to its final destination.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective.

1.1.1 Purpose. The purpose of this handbook is to present the
criteria necessary to establish general data for operational and perfor-
mance characteristicsessential in developing suitable techniques for use
in the area of contaminationcontrol technology. The principal use is
intended for clean room personnel and other packaging and packing personnel
involved in the packaging of precision cleaned item(s) and material(s) and
during storage and distribution.

1.1.2 Clean acka in
1%-’-%l

Clean packaging is that intimate protection
afforded direct y an lnrnelately to precision-cleaneditems for the sole
purpose of preserving them from contaminateon. It is outside the scope
of the Methods of Preservation-Packagingspecified in SpecificationMIL-p-116
and is considered a pre-MIL-P-l16 preparation. It is neither a variation
on MIL-P-116 methods nor a substittitefor MIL-P-116 methods. In order
to accomplishclean packaging the following conditions must exist
(Ref 5):

(a) The packaging material must be cleanable and must not
contribute contaminateon except within controlled and
acceptable 1imits.

(b) The cleanliness level of the cleaned packagingmaterial
must be maintained at a maximum from the point of clean-
ing until a closure is effected.

(c) The packaging operation must be accomplishedin a clean
environment in compliante with accepted clean packaging
techniques.

(d) The package must be constructedand sealed to prevent
the entrance of contaminants,

1.1.3 Reason. The necessity for clean packagingmaterlals and
techniques have resulted from an increased use of precision,microminiature,
and high reliability components by both the ccmsnercialand mi1itary organiza-
tions. Precision cleaning is generally not performed at the site of use,
therefore creating the need for maintaining the required cleanliness of the
item during handling, shipping, and storage. Unless the cleanliness level
is maintained, the cleaning effort is nullified.

1
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1.2 =. This handbook is a compilationof data on contamination
control technology and covet-sthe criteria necessary for establishing
general data on operational and performancecharacter stics of precision
packaging materials and procedures.

1.2.1 Packaging of precision cleaned products. In this document,
clean packaging encompasses the planning, organization,and implementation
of all activities required to determine, achieve, and maintain a required
cleanlinesslevel, in, on, or around an item that has been precision
cleaned to a specified cleanliness level in a clean environment. Precision
packaging includinq the methods of protectivewrappings, cushioning,
interior containers,and identificationmarking of the unit package wi11
be covered. The type and physical attributes of packaging materials most
conunonlyused and the most recent techniques for packaging of item(s) and
material(s) and means of verifying the cleanliness levels achieved wil1
be discussed.

recision cleaned items or
materials.
respect to transportingand storing the item in the clean room and to the
U1timate destination. As a direct function of logistics, the packing of
precision cleaned items will be discussed from the standpoint of exterior
shipping container preparation: including the techniques for cushioning,
blocking,bracing, weatherproofing, environmentalprotection (humidity,
pressure and temperature control, shielding, etc.), container closure,
strapping and marking,

1.3 Principal Considerations. Six major problem areas exist in the
area of packaging precision cleaned item(s) and material(s). First,
controllingcontaminationdue to sloughing; second, formulatingand obtain-
ing wide acceptance of standards; third, attitudes of personnel; fourth,
training of personnel; fifth, level of protection required; sixth, suitable
materials for special packaging conditions.

1,3.1 Control1ing contaminationdue to sloughinq. Contamination due
to S1oughing is considered by some to be the foremost problem in clean
packaging. Recleafiingafter removal from the package and just before placing
in service is one solution; rigid packaging is an alternative that may apply
in a few situations. (Ref l).

1.3.2 Formulatingand obtainingwide acceptance of standards. There
are various procedures presently used 1n clean packaging regarding the
selection of plastic films, sealing techniques,and methods of inspection.
(Ref 1). Lack of definitive limits and specified testing methods for terms
soch as 1int-free, non-sloughing,and non-sheddinghas also created some
difficulties. A widely accepted standardizationof procedures and terminolog.y
would enable personnel involved in precision packaging to cotmnunicatein a
more effective manner. 0,

2
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1.3.3 Attitudes of personnel. Adherence to regulations in
a clean room is a necessity. This requires constant alertness

410

on the part of management and supervisor. Due to varying degrees
of self-motivationamong personnel, the clean room supervisor
must spend a greater amount of time watching for inadvertent
infractionsthan in other working conditions (Ref. 2). Con-
scientious attitudes among personnel are imperativefor a success-
ful packaging operation.

1.3.4 Training of personnel. Personnelmust be aware of the
importance and responsibilitiesof their work. The results of
faulty or inadequate packaging and packing can be disastrous, both
physically and financially (Ref. 3).

1.3.5 Type of protection required. To assure that a PreCisiOn
cleaned item will not be damaged or contaminatedduring storage and
transportation,various levels of packaging and packing protection
have been developed. Many times, however, the destination of an
iteinis not known by the personnel involved so that maximum pro-
tective packing occurs to ensure adequate protection. If known,
packing personnel should be informed of the transportationand
storage conditions to which a package will be subjected.

1.3.6 Suitable materials for special packaginq Problems. Due
to the ~cccnt ~d,{ance~in material technology, the availabil~ty of
suitable materials for special packaging situations has often been
a problsvn. Field force protection is one area where research and
development in materials have not satisfactorilymet most cleanli-
requirements.

1.4 References.

1. Cleaning Conference Proceedings,MSFC-NASA, January 1966.

2. ContaminationControl Principles,
NASA SP-5045, 1967.

3. ContaminationControl Technology,
1972.

Sandia Corporation,

MIL-HDBK-407,31 January

3
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SECTION 2

GLOSSARY

1’

i

2.1 Definitions.

A

Abrasion. The damage caused by the scuffing or friction of a
‘inst its package, or of a package against an external
object.

Abrasion-resistance. Abi1ity to WIthstand the effects of repeated
rubbing, scuffing and scratching.

Absorption, Penetration of a substance into the body of another;
to take in and incorporate;assimilate.

Acceptable quality level. A nominal value expressed in terms of
percent defective or defects per hundred units, whichever is
applicable, specified for a given group of defects of a product.

Acceptable reliabilityievel. “ ‘ “ .....4.. + ..,,.M ncmIh I valus ?kpre=3cU I,,.e,,,s.
of percent failure per thousand operating hours specified for
acceptance of parts or equipment. It is a measure of reliability
which wi11 be accepted, some preassigned percentage of the time,
by a reliability sampling plan.

Acid. A substance whose molecules ionize in water solutions to
~ off hyd~ogen ions; a substance which registers 1ess than 7
on the pH seale.

Adherence. The state of adhering, or stlcking together, The
strength of an adhesive assembly or test specimen measured in
such a manner that a large part of the loading stress is concentrated
at or near the bond to produce apparent fracture In the bond.

Adhesive. A material that initially is a fluid or is capable
of being rendered fluid, to be spread on one or both surfaces
to be bonded together for the purpose of forming a fluid or
semi-f1uid bridge or interface between them that later changes
to a solid or semi-solid interface across which affinities are
established that hold the nearly contiguoussurfaces together
with a strength adequate for the end use.

Adhesive, pressure sensitive. An ad.hesive which requires only
brief1y applied pressure at room temperaturefor adherence ta
a surface.

5
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Adsorption. Adhesion of the molecules of a gas, liquid, or
dissolved substance to a surface; the takina UD of one substance

“,

at the surface of another,

Agglomeration. The cc+nbining,joining, clumping, or clustering
of two or more particles or droplets by any means,

Air-cleanlinessclass. Each class of air cleanliness is deter-
mlned by the particle count per unit volume, based on tabulation
of particles 0.5 micron and larger or 5.0 microns and larger.

Airlock. A chamber with doors functioningto maintain pressure
-entry to and exit from an enclosed area. It is designed
to provide an air barrier for the controlled envlronment area
by preventing the entry of contaminatedair.

Air shower. A chamber with interlockeddoors and equipped with
an exhaust system, having numerous air nozzles arranged in a
predeterminedpattern, for the purpose of forcibly blowing
loose particles, fibers, dust, and other particulatematter
from the person and garments.

Alkali. Any base or hydroxide that is soluble in water and can
neutral1ZP acids; -a ~~b~tan~e that ~egi~~er~ more than 7 ~n ti,)e
pH scale.

Anbient condition. Environmental conditions such as pressure,
temperature, humidity, etc,, which are normal for one specific
location.

B

~. A preformed container made of flexible material, general1y
enclosed on al1 sides except one which forms an opening that may
be sealed after filling. May be made of any flexible material,
or multiple plies of flexible materials, or a combination of two
or more materials.

Barrier material. A material designed to withstand, to a specified
degree, the penetrationof water, oi1s, water vapor or certain gases,
as desired. May serve to exclude or retain such elements without or
within a package.

Blanket. Low pressure gas introduced into a container ( or system)
-i de an inert atnrosphere.

6
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Breakinq strenqth. The ability of a material to resist rupture
by tension. A measure of the strength of paper, fabrics, films
and other materials.

c

Carton. A form of package used in interior packagingmade from
bending grade of paperboard.

*. A non-specificterm for a container.

Case mark. Identificationand shipping
shlpplng container.

Cavitation. The formation of cavities,
vacuum pockets created in a solution by
any mechanical energy).

informationon a

such as the microscopic
ultrasonicenergy (or

Certificate. A statement or certification,either affixed to or
marked on a container, showing informationconcerning the
container and Its tent.ents,usually in accordancewith, and to
show compliancewith, the specification,rules and regulations
of a shipping or regulatoryagency.

Chemical cleanin . The term shall indicate pickling, passivating,
descaling, deoxi izing and other cleaning processeswhere surface
conversion or preparationis the prime objective.

@. The contaminant level just belw that which adversely
affects the operation or reliabiIity of the part, component,
system, or environment.

Cleanable. Capable of being cleaned to specified levels without
detrimental effect.

Clean item. A part, component, or system which is wholly cleaned
or has significantsurfaces which have been cleaned and verified
to a specified level of cleanliness.

Cleanliness level. An establishedmaximum allowable distribution
of contaminationof a given size and quantity in a stipulated
area or volume.

7
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Clean packaqinq. The applicationof packaging measures and
material to maintain the cleanlinessof a clean item during
handling, storage, or shipment. Clean packaging activities
are performed in the clean room.

Clean room. A clean room is an enclosed area employing control
as required. To meet the requirementsof a “clean room”, the a
must meet the particulatecount as specified in FED. STD. 209a,
Paragraph 5.1.3.

,rea

Clean work station. A work bench or similar working enclosure
characterizedby having its own filtered air supply. The filters
must be capable of providing the required air-cleanlinesslevel.

Closure. A sealing or covering device affixed to or on a contain-
er for the purpose of retaining the contents and preventing contam-
ination thereof.

Cohesion. The tendency of a mass to hold together.

Combustiblecontaminants. Flammable solvents, cleaning solutions,
oi1s, paints, preservatives,wood, or other materials that are
present in a component or system.

Complete blockinq. Blocking or plugging which occurs when
individualcontaminationparticles are large enough to plug a
clearance or orifice.

Component. A series of two or more parts, sub-assemblies,
assemblies,or any combinationthereof, which in turn becomes
a piece of functionalequipment or assembly.

Contaminant. Any material or substancewhich is unwanted or
adversely effects the contaminee.

Contaminant level. A quantitativeexpression for the size,
distribution,shape, quantity and physical propertiesof one
type of particulatematter in a f1uid.

Contaminant-sensitivepart. A part whose function may deteriorate
WIth the Dresence of materials other than those for which it was
designed.’The foreign material may be 1iquid, gaseous, or solid
in nature, with size, number, or character harmful to the opera-
tion of the device.

Contaminate. The act of introducingany contaminant;to make
impure or unclean; to pollute, defile, sully, taint, or soil.

O\
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Contamination, The presence of one or more contaminants in or
on the article.

Contarnination control. The planning, organization,and imple-
mentation of all activities needed to determine, achieve, and
maintain a required cleanliness level in, on, or around the
contaminee.

Contaminateon tolerance 1evel. The contaminateon level which
cannot be exceeded and sti11 al1ow components to have a specified
performance,reliability,and life expectancy. Contaminant
tolerance level WOU1d refer only to the influenceof one type of
contaminant.

Contaminee. That which is or can be contaminated. Contaminees
may be products, materials devices, people,.gases, or surfaces.

Controlled area. Any enclosurewhich bas a degree of control
of contaminants in air, gases, and fluids (may include tempera-
ture, humidity, and pressure) and which will not qualify as a
clean room.

Controlled environment faci1ity. A specifiedworking area that
has the primary objective ot controiiing one or more physical
chemical, or biological variables.

Controlled work area. An area where a high degree of cleanliness
is maintained by the enforcementof strict controls on personnel
access, operations, and faci1ity maintenance as opposed to a clean
room where the total environment is controlled byhigh efficiency
air filters, humidity and temperature controls, and the enforce-
ment of more strict personnel and c1othing controls.

Critical moisture content. The moisture content of a substance
at which physical or chemical deteriorateon occurs to a degree
sufficient to render the substance unusable.

Cushioning,. (1) The protection from physical damage afforded to
an iternby placing about its outer surfaces materials that have
been desi ned to absord the shock or reactions caused by external
forces. 12) Resi,ient materials used for cushioning.

D

Decontamination. The process of removing unwantedmatter; the
reduction of contaminationto an acceptable 1evel.

9
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Oegreasinq. Solvent cleaning, usually with hot vapor, for
removal of grease.

Oehydratinq aqent. A material that has a high affinity for
moisture and absorbs it from the surroundingair or fluid; a
desiccant.

Desiccant. A dehydrating agent. A material which will absorb
moisture by physical or chemical means.

~;es;~ant, activated. A desiccant which has been physically
* by means such as heating, to produce the maximum

capacity for absorption or adsorptionof moisture.

Oirect test. Any surface cleanliness test in which the parameter
measured is the amount of soil remaining on a surface,

Oust preventive clothing. This clothing is specially designed
for wear by all personnel who enter a clean roan. Special
particle/lint-freeclothing such as overalls, caps, gloves,
finger cots, boots and shoes are primari1y manufactured from
synthetic fabrics and materials. Their purpose is to minimize
contaminationof clean rooms by partiCU1ate matter from an
individual’sskin, hair, clothing, and shoes such as dust, lint,
dandruff, skin flakes, etc.

E

Electronic sealing,. Heat sealing of adjoining surfaces of
thermoplastic films by high frequency electrical current.

Electrostatic. Pertaining to the phenomena due to attractions
and repulsions of electrical charges.

Etmnissionfactor. A statistical average of the rate at which
contamlnants are emitted from any given source.

Emulsion. A liquid in which other particles or liquids are
suspended; a characteristicof some cleaning agents in holding
and carrying away soils.

%%%%%.

The act of securing and holding, as dirt is entrapped

10
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Environment. The total of all factors which might influenceor
cause contaminationof a contaminee. The primary factors of
environment are the forms air, gas, liquid, solid, or surfaces.

Environmentalcontrol. Environmentalcontrol is the positive
control of atmospheric conditionswithin a specific area. It is
a collective term to identify the control of all factors of the
environment of the c1ean room or c1ean work area. These factors
include air temperature,humidity, air-borne particle control,
pressurization,illumination,and injurious vapor control.

Environmentally adjacent. A condition in which packaging
materials are not in direct contact with clean or significant
surfaces but are exposed to these surfaces.

Environmental packaqe. A clean material closure, wrap or con-
tainer over the intimate package that is sealed to provide an
additional contaminationbarrier to protect the intimate package
and its contents from environmentalelements.

F

Filtration. The process of removing contaminantsfrom a gas or
1iquid by passing them through a porous media.

First work location. The work location that is first in the
path of the c1ean airstream.

@J. Unsupported thin metal membrane 1ess than 0.006 inch thick.

G

Gas transmission. The movement of gas through film materials.
The gas transmissionproperty (Permeability)of a film is
measured in terms of: volume of gas (at standard temperature
and pressure) transmitted through a given area of film of a
given thicknesswithin a given time at specified temperature
and relative humidity.

(1) Removing air from a filled package, usually a
%%%, and replacing it with another gas, such as carbon
dioxide or nitrogen. (2) The action of a packaged product
when producing gas.

11
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Generated contamination. That contaminationwhich is generated
within the system components as a result of such actions as
wear, cavitation, and erosion.

H

Hermetic seal. A seal or closure that is airtight and impervious
to external influences.

High efficiency partiCU1ate air fi1ter (HEPA). MIL-T-51068A
specified fi1ters with minimum effic1ency of 99.97 percent
determined by the homogeneousDOP method at airf1ows of 20 and 100
percent of the rated flow capacity of the fi1ter. It is
referred to as the HEPA fi1ter.

Horizontal laminar airflow clean room. A room equipped with
one entlre vertlcal wal1 of A fi1ters through which the
air passes at a predeterminedspeed to an exhaust wall directly
opposite the HEPA filter wall. The entire body of air moves
horizontallyacross the room along essentially parallel flow lines
at uniform velocity.

tlumidifier. A device which causes water vapor to be diffused
Into the atomophere of an enclosure, as in a freight car,
storage compartment.

Hydroscopic, Having the ability to readily absorb and retain moisture.

I

Resistance of a material or product to shocks
%%%%%%opping and hard blows.

Implosion. A bursting inward; the opposite of an explosion.
When the cavitations in an energized solution collapse, implosion
occurs.

Indirect test. Any surface cleanlinesstest in which the para-
meter measured is the amount of soi1 removed from a surface.

Inhibitor. A substance or agent which S1ws or prevents chemical
reactlotis,such as those of corrosion, oxidation, adhesive deter-
ioration, mold, etc., even though present only in smal1 quantities.

12
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Insulation. (1) Separation of bodies by means of non-conductors
to prevent transfer of electricity, heat, sound, etc. (2) The
material used for insulating.

Internal surfaces. Internal surfaces are defined as those
surfaces of assemblies, subsystems, and ground support equipment
that contact service medium (gases or liquids) during use.

Intimate cushioninq. A clean material used to protect
additional packagingmaterials from puncture or damage caused
by the clean item.

Intimate package. A clean material closure, wrap or cantainer
that wi11 have intimate contact with, or is environmentally
adjacent to, the clean item or surface, and is sealed to provide
a barrier to external contaminants and environments.

I
K

I

~. A chemicalwood pulp made by the SU1p~ate proc~ss, or
PaPS~ cr Pa.oefi=rdmade frcm such PU~P. lt IS brown In CO~Or
and 1s the strongest pulp product made frc+nwood.

%%;.
The load or material packed in a shipping container or

Laminant. An adhesive designed for the purpose of combinltigand
ma combinationof films, foils, plastics, papers
or other material in sheet or web form.

Laminar airflow. Airflow in which the entire body of air within
a confined area moves with uniform velocity along parallel flow
lines.

Laminar airflcw clean work station. A work station in which the
laminar airflow character sties predominate throughout the entire
air space.

Laminar airflcu room. A room in
teristics predominate throughout

13
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Laminated film. An adhered combinationof two or more films or
sheets made to improve overall characteristics.

Limited 1intinq. The term limited linting applies to towels,
garments, and other fabric materials which ahve been tested and
proven to exhibit 1imited shedding or linting characteristics.

Localized c1ean operation. Operations conducted under locallY
maintained environment provided by tenting and conditioned air
source.

M

1

‘i

.

ik%+%i?The procurement,maintenance, and transportationof

Materials cleaning room. A materials cleaning room is a room
immediately adjacent to the clean room, equipped with vacuum
1ines, U1trasonic cleaners, and other mechanical devices for
cleaning parts, tools, and materials iimnediatelyprior to their
entry into the c1ean room.

Membrane filter. Cellulose plastic porous membrane material
with controlled pore sizes ranging from 5 microns dwnward to
approximatey B mi11imicrons, composed of 15 to 20 percent
solid material and BO to 85 percent void.

Microbe. An organism of microscopic or submicroscopicsize,
generally including viruses, rickettsiae,bacteria, algae,
yeasts, and molds.

Micron. A unit of measurement equal to one-millionthof a meter
or approximately0.00003937 inch (e.g., 25 microns are approxi-
mately 0.001 inch).

Migration. Act of changing locations ; moving fran PIace to
place, as fine dust is moved by air currents or agitation.

~. A unit of linear measurement, equivalent to 0.001 inch.

Moisture-vapor-proof. (1) Not affected by moisture or vapor.
(2) A barrier to moisture as a liquid or vapor.

●
14
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Moisture-resistantmaterial. A material which will not readily
absorb moisture when subjected to conditionsof high humidity
for extended periods of time.

N

Noncritical surface.
directly contact the

A surface of a fluid system which does not
service media.

Nonlaminar f1w clean room. A room character zed by nonunifonn
airflow patterns and velocities.

Nonlaminar flow clean work station. A work station characterized
by nonuniform air patterns and velocities.

Nonvolatile residue (NVR). Soluble (or suspended)material and
Insoluble particulate matter remaining after controlled evapora-
tion of a filtered volatile liquid, usually measured in grams.
Fi1tration is normally through a 0.45 micron or 0.8 micron
membrane fi1ter.

o

Resistance of a material or body to transmissionof.
&The degree of opacity of paper is measured by an opaci-
meter.

Operational periods. That period of time when an environmental
test chamber is classified as a controlledwork area. Such
periods WI11 normally comnence with cleaning and inspectionor
inspection to the requirementsoperationalreadiness and continue
to completion of test.

Organic. Oesignating any chemical compound containing carbon.

O~erseal. A secondary c1osure to prevent undetected tampering
with the primary closure. An example is a tear-off aluminum
seal placed over the replaceableclosure of a large metal
container.

O&rwra;. (1) A wra per applied over a product, package, carton,
s . (2) (verb! To apply an overwrap.

15
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Packaginq. The application or use of appropriateclosures,
wrappings, cushioning, containers,and complete identification
to a single unit.

Packaginq film. Any film or sheet material used as a packaging
wrap or container, usually limited to thicknesses less than 10
roils.

Packaging, flexible. Packaging involving the used of such flexible
materials as foils, films, paper, flexible sheeting, etc., to form
the container.

Packaginq material. Any substance used in or with a package,
wrapping, container, closure, 1iner or coating, or a composition
of matter derived therefrem.

Qs.k!ul. The application or use of exterior shipping containers
WIth the packages therein, together with necessary blocking,
bracing, cushioning,weather-proofing,and exterior strapping
Gf tkleshippifigcontainer to protect aiidpreserve the integrity
of the packaged iternduring shipment or extended storage.

~. A part is defined as one piece or two or more pieces
JO1ned together which are not normal1y subject to disassembly
without destruction of designed use.

Particle. A piece of matter with observable length, width, and
‘S; usually measured in microns.

Particle counters. Automatic electronic devices designed to
electronicallyseparate, size, and count individual particles.

Particle size. Particle size is expressed as the apparent
maximum linear dimension as implied unless otherwise specified.

PartiCU1ate matter. The general term applied to matter of
min~ature size, with observable length,width, and thickness,
and contrasted to nonpartiCU1ate matter without definite
dimension.

,0

Permeability. Ability to be penetratedby gases or 1iquids.

)
16
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Personnel cleaninq chamber. A chamber equipped with shoe
cleaning devices, vacuum 1ines, and other devices to remove
dirt, dust, and lint from clothing prior to entrance into
c1ean rooms.

Plasticizers. Chemicals added to rubbers and resins to impart
flexibility,workability, or stretchability.

Plenum. An enclosed space in which the air pressure is greater
-hat of the adjoining outside area.

Potential of Hydrogen (pH). A symbol for the logarithmof the
reciprocal of the hydrogen ion concentrations,expressed in
gram atoms per Iiter of a solution; used to indicate acidity or
alkalinity.

Precision cleaning. Final or fine cleaning accomplished in a
control1ed environment to remove minute quantities of contaminants
to better than visual standards.

That cleaningwhich is accomplishedoutside of a
-for the purpose of removing contaminantssuch as

h-=ww scale or soil c!epos.itstorust, cxidat?on, grease, oil, ,~U.J
control the amount of contaminantsbrought into the cleaning
room.

To flw an inert gas or system media through a system
f%%ne, tank, etc.) for the purpose of ridding the system of
a residual fluid or for providing a positive flow of gas from
some opening in the system.

Qual1ty control (QC). A process or test oriented operation for
obtaining or manufacturing a uniform product within specified
limits.

R

Radiation. The process of ,emitting radiant energy in the form
ot waves or particles.

I
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Random flow clean room. Air enters the room through diffusers
1ocated on or near the cei1ing and is exhausted through openings
near the floor; air with this type room follows a random pattern.

&!19!2. The difference between the maximum and the minimum of a
set of variate values.

A substance used to produce a characteristicreaction
%%%cal analysis.

The probabilitythat a system, subsystem, component,
%$%%% perform its required functions under defined con-
ditions at a designated time and for a specified operating period.

Residual flux. Waste products remaining as a result of welding
or soldering.

Rinse test. A test to determine cleanliness by entrainment or
by solution of soluble materials with a suitable rinsing liquid;
the liquid is sloshed or agitated over the critical surfaces of
the component to ensure entrainment of particles.

s

ressure. (1) A seal that wi11 retain pressure in the
-A bond effected by pressure-sensitiveadhesives.

Seal, pressure-sensitive. A package closure made by pressing
together, manually or by pressure rollers or jaws, two areas
which are coated with a special pressure-sensitiveadhesive.

Sheddirig,.(See Slough).

Shroud. (1) A protective cover of barrier material fashioned
m top, four sides and bottom.

Significant surface. The surface of a part, component, or system
which contacts the operating medium of a system and requires a
specified level of cleanlinesswhich must be maintained for proper
operation.

To release particles of the base material as a result
%%%ure, erosion, or abrasion.

18
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Smut. The accumulationof noticeable amounts of nonadherent
=tion products on chemically treated metal surfaces, usually
resulting from cleaning or etching.

Solye!t. That solution or constituent of a solutionwhich
exhlblts the capability to dissolve other substances through
chemical action.

Static electricity. Stationary charges of electricitywhich
sometimes develop on surfaces during handling or in machine
operation. May cause undesired attraction,sparking, etc.

The period of time during which a packaged
-~e stored under specific conditions and remain
suitable for use. Sometimes called SHELF LIFE.

Strength. The mechanical properties of a material which permit
it to withstand parting or distortion under the applicationof
force.

Surface tension. A phencxnenonof molecular attractionbetween
the molecules of a 1iquid which tends to contract the exposed
surface to the smal1est poss~ble area; e~.pressed as dynes per
centimeter.

T

Tape, pressure sensitive. A type of tape that is coated with
an adhesivewhich adheres under pressure and does not require
moistening, heat, or solvent for activation.

Tensi1e strength. The resistanceof a material to longitudinal
tension stress.

Capable of being repeatedly softened by heat
%l%%%y cooling.

Threshold limit value (TLV~. A guideline between safe and probably
dangerous concentrateons having adverse effects on personnel.

Translucent. Permitting passage of 1ight but diffusing it so
that objects cannot be seen clearly.

4P
I

1
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Tuck. The folds which comprise the side walls of square and auto-
-c-type bags, which are folded (tucked) in to permit the bag
to be packed flat,

Ultrasonics. The physical science of those acousticwaves that
oscillate in the approximate range of 18 to 80 kHz.

Vacuum seal. All air has beeo removedwhen seal is applied and
this air-free state can be maintained indefinitely.

Vertical laminar airflow room. A room equipped with ceiling
HEPA fi1ters, with a grated or perforatedfloor for the exhausting
or air issuing from the cei1ing filters; the airflow is vertical,
and moves within the walled area along essentiallyparallel lines
~t ~nif~~ velocity.

=. Capable of living; grmiing, or developing;metabolizing.

Visibly clean. Freedom from surface partiCU1ate matter approximately
50 m!crons is 1arger and from al1 films other than known innocuous
films.

Visual cleanliness. The degree of freedom from contaminants that
may be detected by the unaided eye; special 1ighting effects,
ultraviolet 1ight, wipe test, water break test, and similar means
may be used as techniques to detersninevisual cleanliness.

Volatile. Easily passing from a 1iquid into a gaseous state.
SubJect to rapid evaporation. Having a high vapor-pressureat
room temperature.

Volatile corrosion inhibitor. A chemicalwhich SIWIY gives off
vapor that reduces or 1s inhibitiveto corrosion; asually applied
to paper used in packaging ferrous metal products.

20
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Water-tight. That quality of a container or package by which
(, it prevents the passage of liquid water into or out of the

~ package.

I
Work station. A work bench or similar working enclosure.

I
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

SECTION 3

ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviationsdefined.

~. American Chemical

ADCAD. Auto radiographic
=pti on/desorption.

Society.

detection of contaminationby

MC. Army Material Cormnandand Army Missile Command.—

~. Pmperes per square feet.

~. Aerospace RecommendedPractice.

~, Fvnperesper square feet.

~. American Society for Testing and Materials.

Oc. Degrees Celsius.

~. Control1ed EnvironmentalFaci1ity.

ft3/min. Cubic feet per minute.

~. ConsolidatedFreight Classification.

m. Cubic feet per minute.

~. Centimeter.

~. Chemically pure.

~. Department of Transportation.

~. Electromotiveforce.

~. DegreeS Fahrenheit.

~. Federal ConsnunicationConnnission.

m. Feet per minute

~. Gram.
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

GOX. Gaseous oxygen.

~ High efficiency particulate air filter.

~ InterstateConsnerceComnission.

1.s.0. InternationalStandards Organization

& Johnson Spacecraft Center.

& Kilocycle.

& Ki1ohertz.

~ Kennedy Space Center.

~ Liquid oxygen.

~ Maximum al1owable concentration. Now referred to as TLV.

~ Milligram.

~ Mj~~~gp~m p~~ ~;~~~.

m. Millimeter.—

~ Marshal1 Space Flight Center.

MVTR. Moisture-vapor-transmission rate. (See WVTR).

& National Aerospace Standard.

NASA. National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

& NASA Process Control.

& Nonvolatile residue.

& Potential of Hydrogen.

~ Packaging Institute.

~ Parts per million.

lb/in2. Pounds per square inch.

Q& Quality assurance.
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T‘ 45. C& Quality control.

46. & Relative humidity.

47. & Strategic Air Consnand.

48. TLV. Threshold limit value.

49. T.O. Technical Order.
(
\

50. & Micron.
1

51. ~ vOits.
I

52. W.G. Water gage.

~ 53. wt. Weight.—

I
54. WVTR. Water-vapor-transmitsion rate. [See MVTR).
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SECTION 4

REQUIREMENTS FOR CLEAN PACKAGING

4,1 Development of a precision packaging requirement. It is the
function of the packaging engineer to select the appropriatematerials and
methods to maintain the integrity of a precision cleaned product. To best
fulfill this responsibility,he should know as much as possible about the
part, its functions and cleanlinesscriticality. Figure 1 shows the basic
packaging steps and the sequence.inwhich they are normally performed.

Although there are no set rules or procedures, the following 1ist may
be used as a guide for developing a precision packaging requirementwhen
the required cleanliness level to be maintained is known: (Ref 7):

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Determine the optimum packaging material based on resistance
to sloughing and compatibilitywith the cleaned item and any
functional 1ubricant. Transparency is preferred.

Develop methods for purchasing, storing, and handling
clean packaging materials.

Develop procedures for sampling and measuring contamination
levels of packaging materials.

Provide clcaning capabilitiesfor packagingmaterials where
indicated.

Determine the optimum packaging and closure techniques.

Provide for temporary protective packages and in-process
handling and storage containers.

Develop methods for indieating precision packaging and 1evel
of cleanliness (color code, Jabel).

Develop tamper-proofseal devices.

Design the package to allcw the least possible relative
motion between the part and the packagingmaterial.

Develop storage or inventoryprocedures that wi11 assure
the integrityof the package.

Provide protection,where indicated,beyond the precision
packaging in accordancewith MIL-P-116.

27
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(1) Oevelop a “clcan” opening process. Tearing open clean
packages should be prohibited as the tearing action
generates heavy sources of partiCU1ate contamination.

4.1.1 Determinationof required cleanliness levels. In determining
the cleanliness1evel to be maintained by clean packaging, primary
considerationshould be given to the iternor class into which the item
belongs and its functional cleanlinessrequirements. If clean packaging
requirementsare critical, it is preferable that a specificationbe
prepared for each itam of entity to be packaged. However, due to the
large number of parts or assemblies involved in some programs, it may
be more practical to establish some system of classes or methods into
which most of the items can be convenientlycategorized. The determin-
ation of the type of grouping adopted wil1 depend on conditions such
as the following:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The degree of cleanliness required.

The material composition of the iternsbeing packaged.

The configurationof the iternsbeing packaged.

The”intended use of the iterns,including other materials. .
‘+ -c’11be in contact and the criticalityofwith tihich ,. w,,

the operation. (Ref 3).

Other considerateons are the avai1abi1ity of clean room and envir-
onmentally controlled areas and an establishmentof cleanliness 7evels
among contractors. It is cmmnon practice to establish cleanliness
levels’for an entire functional system when extensive and complex
projects are involveal. Each contractor contributingto such a project
often establishes his c.wnstandards of cleanlinessto meet the system
requirements. This method of operation, though usually satisfactory,
is less preferable than a ful1 coordinated establishmentof cleanliness
levels among the various contractors. The 1atter method WOU1d probably
reduce conf1icts, recleaning and repackaging, and additional costs
in subsequent assembly, inspection,and testing operations.

4.1.2 Selectfon of packaging naterials. The adequacy of any
material to protect an item from being contaminated is dependent on
the cleanliness level that must be maintained. This can cover
a wide range of levels. To better relate material performance criteria
to required cleanliness levels, the principal qualities that a material
should possess are categorized as fol1cus:

(a) Barrier to external environments. A good barrier should be

I
1, ‘1
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capable of excluding those contaminants in the external
environmentswhich would cause contaminationof the
packaged item.

I (b) Minimum contributorof contamination. An ideal material
I would not in itself contaminate the packaged item or adjacent(

environment by release of particles from S1oughing or contact
I or from emission of vapors.

(c) Compatible for use in hazardous environments. A material
should not contribute to an explosive, flamsnable,or corrosive
conditionwhen exposed to environments containing concentrateons
of oxygen and explosive mixtures, volati1e vapors, hypergolic

propel1ants, and other f1ansnable substances.

(d) Packaging materials must be compatiblewith the hardware
being clean packaged. (Ref 5).

An evaluation of any group of materials to meet the requirements for
a specific application of clean packaging may reveal that no one material
possesses all of the required qualities and characteristics. This
is especial1y true as the required cleanliness level becomes more
stringent. In fact, no single film possesses all of the desired char-
acteristicsto a high degree - if there were such a material, its universal
selection for clean packaging would be clearly indicated and required.
Instead,several films and materials are being used, each having ad-
vantages and limitations. (Ref 1).

,
Depending on the specific packaging requirement, the fol1owing

characteristicsshould be evaluated for applicabilityof the
packaging material:

(a) Tensile strength. Tensile strength is quite 1iterally
the amount of force necessary to pul1 a material apart.
It is usual1y reported in pounds per inch of width necessary
to pul1 the material apart. For films, the usual units are
lbs./square inch of original cross-sectionalarea.

(b) Formability. Formabi1ity is the capabi1ity of ferming to a
desired shape or configuration. The flexible foils and films
are the most easily formed. The rigid materials require
more extensive prefo~ing or molding operations.

(c) Resistance to oi1 and grease. This resistance is the relative
rate at which ordinary oils and greases may be expected to
penetrate packaging materials. Grease and oil resistance is

I

o
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of concern in film selection for applicationswhere parts
have residual oi1s, e.g. hydraulic parts.

(d) Resistance to blocking. The blocking test ascertains the
maximum temperatureto which material ray be subjected without
sticking to itself or to the product. Films should not block
at temperaturesbelw 200 degrees Fahrenheit.

(e) Sealability. To ensure a tight C1OSUW of a bag or package,
a film must be heat sealable. Sealabi1ity may be expressed as
a “coefficientof heat sealability”,which is the ratio
of the tensile strength of the heat-sealedfilm to that of
the original film. A strong seal is important expecial1y when
large heavy items are being packaged.

(f) Transparency. The advantages of transparencyare obvious
in that the part can be easily and positively identified,
and to some degree inspected,without removal from the
sealed package. The applicationof a haze test is important
to products or in uses where true CO1or and visibi1ity are
required.

(g) Cleanability. A film or closure device must be capable of
being cieaned to the desiid level ~i~!i~iit being softersed
or chemically attacked.

(h) Sloughing or shedding. Particles may slough from a film if
it is is subjected to motion, vibration,flexing, or abrasion
during handling or transport. The size and quantity of particles
generated depend on the type of material, surface finish, and
the amount of activity seen by the material. Sloughing
results in recontaminationof the once-cleanpart. Sloughing
is a very important 1imitation, to varying degrees, of al1
films. Of those currently avai1able, nylon is the 1east
1ikely to produce particleswhich wi11 contaminate the product.
Al1 materials have a tendency to slough off particles to
some degree when subjected to certain conditions. Rigid materials
with a hard, smooth surface finish are less susceptible to
sloughing. A suitable procedure for measuring S1oughing ten-
dencies of films should provide a measure of total sloughing
resulting from both flexing and abrasion unless it can be
detennined that one or the other mechanism predominates.

(i) Static charge. The electro-static charge formed and retained on
the surface of a material when two objects contact one another
and are then separated results in two undesirable conditions:
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(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(1) The charged surface attracts contaminationpar,icles
from the adjacent envi~nment, and (2) the high-energy discharge
is capable of igniting electroexplosivedevices and flansnable
materials and causes interference in the operation of sensitive
electronic components. Clean packaging materials should possess
adequate anti-staticproperties partiCU1arly when they are
used with explosive devices.

Elongation. The elongation index is important in packaging
because it repwsents the amount a material wi11 stretch before
breaking or ruptur{ng. A large value is an index of toughness,
since it indicates a material will absorb a large amount of
energy before breaking.

Tear strength. Propagated tear strength (Elmendorf Test -
ASTM D-1922) is the force necessary to continue tearing a
sample after a nick has been made. Initial tear strength (Graves
Test - ASTM D 1004) is the force required to tear a material.
High tear value$ may be needed for package strength. However,
lW tear values are necessary and useful for easy opening of
some package types. High resistance to tear is normally, but
not always, associated with material having low tensi1e strength
and high elongation.

Puncture resistance. Puncture resistance,1ike tear strength,
is a significant characteristicof packaging films.

Low water-vapor-transmissionrate (WVTR). This value is
significant for packaging products that must be protected from
gaining or losing moisture to the surroundings. The WVTR,
also referred to as moisture-vapor-transmission rate (MWR),
is related to the protection of packaged parts from corrosion,
where moisture can produce it.

Gas transmission. Gas transmissionis usually reported in
cubic centimetersof gas that can pass through a square meter
of film in 24 hours when the gas pressure differentialon one
side of the film, at a specific temperature,is one atmosphere
greater than that on the other side. This value is vital in

vacuum and gas packaging. Some plastic films contain plasti-
cizer wi11 not be detrimental to the product.

Impact strength. The impact strength is useful in lsredicting

10
‘1

resistanceof a material’to breakage from dropping or other -
quick blws.
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4.2
the same

Compression strength. Compressionstrength is an index of
the stackabilityof filled containers.

Interactionwith hazardous materials. A material should not
give off particles or vapors which would contribute to an
explosive, flanmable or corrosive conditionwhen exposed to
hazardous materials.

Packaqing facilities. Clean packaging is accomplishedunder
controls applicable to cleaning and assembly of hardware.

4.2.1 Cleanliness requirementsof packaging areas. In order to
accomplish its objectives, all final precision cleanlng and clean
packaging operations must be carried on in a clean work area which
wi11 meet or exceed the cleanliness level required to prevent degradation
of the cleaned itern. The degree of protection needed may range from a
Class 100 clean room to a nonlaminar airflw clean roan with some lesser
degree of particulate and environmentalcontrol. (Ref 2). The controlled
environment shall be capable of maintaining as applicable a specified
level or less of particulate matter in the atmosphere, a specified
1evel or less of unwanted gases, a specified relative humidity and a
specified temperature.

Any preparat.io!!of clean pack.aging material such as unpacking
from the original container, cutting, ti%mning, or initial heat sealing,
should be done in the exhaust or downstream portion of the clean room.
Items connected with these operations should be brought into the immediate
vicinity of the clean parts only during actual use.

4.2.2 Clean room regulations.

4.2.2.1 Clean room garments. Designated protective clothing must
be worn at all times by individualsentering the clean room. (Ref 9).
These garments should not be worn outside the clean room or change room.
Garments currently available for c1ean rooms or clean work areas are:

(a) Head covers, snoods, hoods (eye and face openings)t

(b) Smocks, coveralls, and coveral1s with hoods.

(c) Foot covers, foot socks, booties.

(d) Gloves, finger cots.

4.2.2.2 Visitors. Clean rooms are restricted areas and access to
them must be l~o authorized individuals. Visitors to the clean
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room must observe all the rules to which the clean room employees are
required to adhere. This should include top management as well as
supervisors.

4.2.2.3 Clean room materials and operations. Supervisor disciplines
detennine the quality of a clean room product. Supervisorsmust enforce
good housekeepingpractices. There are many regulations pertinent to
various packaging processes to which adherence should be required. The
following general rules and any other deemed applicable should be
enforced to assist in the successful operation of the clean room.

4.2.2.3.1 Pa er materials.
~

Only lW lint clothes are acceptable.
Paper materials of any type WI 1 not be allowed within the clean room
until an analysis has been made by the Quality Control labs to determine
its particulatecount. (Ref 5 ). No ordinary paper pads, notebook,
manuals, or writing paper of any descriptionwill be permitted in Class
100,000 or better clean rooms. No ordinary writing pencils, pens,
erasers, craycns, or chalk wi11 be pennitted. Notes and records wi11
be kept on 1int-freewatchmaker paper, plastic sheet, or equal, using
ball point pens or other suitable non-dust-generatingmaterials. Blue-
prints, work specificationsand other instructionswil1 be printed on
plastic or covered with plastic film or other lint-free, non-dust-
generatinSmaterials. At no time will paper in any form be torn or
miiti1atet within a clean room. Paper towels and cloth towels are
prohlbited in the clean room, personnel and material cleanup rooms, and
1ocker rooms.

C.2.2.3.2 parts and tools. Parts and tools should be kept at the
work station ancfas clean and orderly as possible. Parts have to be
clean before assembling. Exposed parts should never be left on the
work bench. Tools should be kept in drawers, wire baskets, or other
suitable containers. Tool racks should be utilized, Tools should
not be kept in toolboxes, felt-1ined cases, or leatherette cases.
They may be kept on clean polyurethane foam wipers. (Ref 4).

Al1 tools should be constructed of corrositon-resistant metals
such as stainless steel or minimum particle-generatingmaterials such
as hard plastic. Tools containing rubber, wood, etc., should not be
used. No metal or degrading tool of any sort should be used except as
authorized. All serrated or knurled-jaw holding tools, such as pliers,
pipe wrenches, vise grips, and vises should have their jaws padded with
soft metal or other suitable protection. The use of adjustable tools,
such as crescentwrenches, should be maintained, Al1 tools should be
verified clean prior to use and they should be maintained visibly clean.
Only approved lubricantsmay be used.
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4.2.2.3.3 Operations. All wrk should be done on a clean surface
and never on any substance which COU1d transfer contaminantsto the
work piece. Only approved, clean, low-lintwiping cloths or clean
polyurethanewipers should be used for any cleaning operations. Compressed
gas should be supplied from a source which is equipped with properly
maintained dehydrators and filters for removing contamination. Excess
storage of any items should not be permitted in the clean room.

4.2.2.3.4 Exhaust facilities. Cleanup of parts, test equipment,
and test hardware should be accomplishedin the airlock or other outside
faci1ity prior to being moved into a packaging area. The clean room
should be free from all oil and grease not specificallyauthorized.
Exhaust faciIities should be used when working with gage f1uids, epoxies
or other toxic chemicals. Operations sbch as 1apping, fi1ing, and deburring
should be prohibited in the clean room areas unless all contamination
is isolated and exhausted from the areas. Exhausting from some operations
may be accomplished through the central vacuum system.

4.3 Personnel. Clean packaging is accomplishedunder the same
controls applicable to cleaning and assembly of hardware.

4.3.1 Elements of good employee selection and participation.
Personnel selected for training to work in controlled environment
facilitieswhere high order of cleanlinessare required shall meet
following requirements: (Ref 9).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Non-allergic to conditions,materials, or solutions used
in the controlled environment.

Psychologycally suited for the environment,that is, no
evidence of claustrophobiaor nervous conditions such as
itching or scratching.

Willingness to follow rigid rules for dress, behavior and
personal hygiene required by the degree of contamination
control.

No physical disorders that tend to raise the contamination
level above establishednormal levels such as excess skin
flaking, dandruff, nasal discharge, respiratorydiseases,
or high amounts of acid in moisture of hands.

Ability and willingness to follow specificationsand pro-
cedures without deviation or substituteon in performing a
required operation, process, or sequence.

the
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Personnel fai1ing to meet the requirementsabove should not be ruled

ineligible to work with contaminationsensitive articles outside controlled
environmentfacilities so long is their activity in the area to which
they are assigned does not endanger the cleanlinessof the article
and they are properly trained to the requirementsof this procedure. Al1
personnel selected to work in an activity that will bring them in contact
with contaminationsensitive articles should be capable of successfully
completing a qualifying training program.

4,3.2 Responsibilitiesand regulations in the clean room.

4.3.2.1 Responsibilities. Employees’attitudes are of prime
importance. They must be prepared to meet the challengesof c1ean
room work before they are al1owed to work in the room, They should
be instructed to consider everything but their insnediate work area
as being contaminated,and be capable of recognizing the comnon types
of contamination(1int, paint chips, etc.). They should be advised to
report any of this type contamination to their supervisor, and they should
also consider any work or tools dropped on the floor as being contam-
inated. Any work or tools which they consider to be contaminated,or of
which they are in doubt, should be reported to their supervisor. Personnel
should restrict their movement as much as possible to prevent stir-up
of settled partiCU1ate matter on the clean room floor, especialIy near
another’s w-k area.

Regulations in regard to clean room personnel
shoul~-~~2&%$%%%w of these are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Personnel having mustaches or beards should be required to
wear a cover of some type; either face mask or hood with
just eye openings.

Hair should not be combed in the clean room and should be
confined under caps or hoods.

Fingernailpolish and cosmetic should never be worn or applied
in the clean room.

Jewelry in the form of 1arge rings, necklaces, earrings,
lockets,watches, bracelets, should not be worn.

Valuable items such as wallets may be carried into the clean
room in street clothes pockets, provided that they are not
removed inside the clean room, but personal items such as
keys, coins, cigarettes,matches, handkerchiefs,watches,
tissues, and combs should not be al1owed to enter the clean
roan.
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(f) Eating food, chewing gum or tobacco, or smoking in the clean
room should not be allowed.

(g) Nervous relief type mannerisms such as scratching head,
rubbing hands or parts of the body, or similar tYPe actions
should be avoided.

(h) The specified protective clothing should be worn in the pre-
scribed manner.

(i) Finger cots or gloves should be worn if required, or if an
employee’s hands are severely chapped.

(j) Glasses, if worn, should be washed and dried with a lint-
free twel.

4.4.3 Personal hygiene requirements. All personnel should
receive periodic indoctrinationon the importanceof personal hygiene
in clean room operations. All clean room personnel should practice
clean room habits and observe clean romn regulations to maintain a
healthy environment. Personnel with colds, temporary coughing, sneezing,
or severe sunburn should be assigned to temporary jobs outside the clean
room until they are sufficiently recovered. Clean room Personnel should
take al1 necessary precautions against receiving severe cases of siitibiirn.
This precaution is necessary in order to precent peelIng skin from
contaminating a part or the surroundirsgarea. (Ref 9). The high degree
of cleanliness required necessitatesthe indoctrinationof al1 c1ean
room personnel in the developmentof the following habits:

(a) Bathe frequently.

(b) Shampoo hair weekly and take action against heavy dandruff.

(c) Wear clean under and outer garments to insure maximum
cleanliness.

(d) Avoid scratching or rubbing exposed areas of the body.

(e) Male personnel are to shave daily.

(f) Hands, fingernails, and face should be kept clean.

4.4 Clean room trainina oroqram. In order to achieve and maintain
a high degree of cleanliness and contaminationcontrol, it is imperative
that al1 personnel involved in the precision packaging of contamination
sensitive artic1es are properly trained in contaminationcontrol and
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precision packaging techniques (Ref 6). The organization of a training
program should incorporatefactors encouraginghuman motivation into
its design. Clean room personnel should be fully aware of their
responsibilities and the consequencesof their actions. Proper instruction
and training of personnelwill tend to reduce the high cost and loss of
time resulting from the improper application of packaging techniques.

4.4.1 Course outline. A minimum course of instructionfor all
personnel whose activitiesmay bring them in contact with contamination
sensitive articles and the packaging of these articles should contain
as a minimum, the follcwing elements:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Definition of terms associatedwith contaminationcontrol
and precision packaging.

A presentationof the need for contamination control and
the consequencesof contamination.

A discussion of the origin and types of contamination including
internal sources created by manufacturing,handling, or
packaging activities,external sources present in the
prevai1ing environment, and personnel-createdcontaminants.

A presentationof the d.ev!ces and techniques tisedt.o

achieve and control cleanliness during precision
packaging including applicationsand 1imitations
including:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Various classes of controlled environments,
clean rooms, clean work stations and their
design criteria.

Personnel control and occupancy in controlled
environments.

Apparel and laundering.

Clean packaging materials and procedures.

Tamper-pmof seals on clean closures.

Methods of measuring and verifying contamination
levels.

4.4.2 Instructors.
responsible supervision,
or outside contractors.

Training or instructionmay be performed by
a designated instructor,experienced employees,
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4.4.3 Training aids. The use of training aids are helpful and
are encouraged in developi?sga training program. Some examples of
these aids are photographs,charts, displays, guided tours of typical
operations, and various publicationsand specifications.

4.4.4 Testing and certification. Upon ccnnpletionof the course,
the trainee should be tested on each element of instruction. An
adequate retention and understandingof the subject should be shown for
an employee to qualify for working in contaminationsensitive activities.
A card certifying an employee’s abi1ity to work in these areas should
be presented. (Ref 4,6).

4.4.5 Refresher courses. Personnel should periodically receive
refresher courses and be recertified in order to continue their activities
in the clean room. Advantages of refresher courses are:

(a)

(b)

4.5

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The necessity for conscientiousattitudes and adherence
to al1 regulationscan again be emphasizedand problems
experiencedby the personnel siuce the initial training
program can be discussed.

New techniques and materials can be presented and under-
stood more thoroughly than if explainedwhile personnel
are engaged in normal working situatiuns.
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SECTION 5

MONITORING PACKAGING MATERIALS ANO OPERATIONS

5.1 Introduction. Prior to entry into a clean room, all parts,
tools, equipment and material must be clcaned. The selection of cleaning
methods is dependent on the type of contaminant,the materials of con-
struct on of the iternsto be clcaned, and the degree of cleanliness
required.

Since the objective of clean packaging is to maintain a specified
cleanliness level of the enclosed item, inspectionor testing techniques
must’be applied to both materials and packaging operations to verify
that this cleanliness level is, in fact, maintained.

Parts which are sensitive to particulatematter or which when
installed in a system are sensitive to particulatematter, should never
be handled by unprotected hands, Such precision components should always
be handled by tools or gloved hands.

5..2 Clean room equipment. \

5,2.1 Garments.

5.2.1.1 Sampling. Two percent of each shipment should be tested
to assure that the garments meet the particulate level for the clean
room in which they will be worn. Particulate detennination should be
conducted in an environment equal to or better than the environment
where the garment was cleaned. (Ref 7). Points of garments to be
checked should be in accordancewith, or a method similar to that
established by ASTM F 51-65T, or T.O. 00-25-203. Coveral1s, hoods,
and shoe covers should be worn by al1 personnel in the inspection
area, and gloves should be worn whi1e handling the garment.

5.2.1.1.1 Visual inspection. Garments and accessories should
be inspected for needed repairs, missing snaps, and broken zippers. Any
evidence of the breakdown of fabric in the garment, such as 1oose fiber
ends protruding from the surface, should be cause for rejection of the
garment. Sample garments should have no visible hydrocarbonssuch
as oil stains or grease.

5.2.1.1.2 Particulate count. Methods of partiCU1ate sampling
and microscopic counting methods shal1 be performed in accordance with
ASTM F 51-65T or T.O. 00-25-203. The manual method for sizina and
counting particulate contaminantsis used for detennining
particulate contaminant five microns or 1arger, in and on

the-detachable
the fabric of
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clean room garments. (Ref 6). It may also be used to determine if
a fabric exhibits 1imited 1inting characteristics.

Filtered air is drawn through five designated 0.01 square foot
areas of a single thickness of the garment fabric at a rate of 14
1iters per minute for one minute per area. The air drawn through the
garment subsequentlypasses through a membrane fi1ter disc, impinging
the entrained particles upon the filter surface. The filter disc is
then examined microscopicallyto determine the number of particles
1arger than five microns removed from the garment. (Ref 6).

5.2.1.2 Intimate packaqin~. Al1 garments should be packaged
individually in a polyethylene bag which should be hermeticallysealed
in the clean room prior to exposure to an uncontrol1ed environment.

5.2.2 Clean room containers. The clean products wi11 seldom be
clcaner than the containerwhich holds it. Therefore, the choice of
and the cleaning of material handling equipment is of the utmost
importance.

Normal handling equipment is of the “tote box” or “plastic bag”
type. Clean parts should be transported in clcaned toteboxes. These
tote hox.ps S!KIU1 d contain a wire mesh base or holding fixture to 5Upp0rt
cleaned parts. The top of this unit should be a see-through panel and
the surfaces of the containers should be smooth to prevent the generation
of particulatematter. Cleanliness is of utmost importance. The care
exercised in clcaning the container must be as good, or better than,
the cleanlinessof the part to be carried. Care also should be taken
to prevent toe transport ng of contaminationfrc+nsurface to surface
in the clean room by containers.

There may be instanceswhen the size or weight of an object wi11
necessitateits being taken into a c1ean room by mechanized conveyances
such as dollies, 1ift truck or cranes. Lift trucks used for this
purpose should be the hand-operated,hydraulic type of those propelled
by battery-poweredmotors. Lift trucks with internal combustion engines
should be exluded from environmentallycontrolled areas or clean rooms.
(Ref 2).

5.2.3 Tools and fixtures. Smal1 hand tools used in the clean room
must be as c~n as possible, in good operating condition, and readily
accessible for use. The tools must be cleaned prior to entry into the
clean room and at scheduled intervals. The exact schedule should”be
determined on an individual basis. Al1 cutting devices must be maintained
in a sharp condition to minimize particle generation and ragged material
edges.

o
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Parts, racks, or baskets and tool racks used within clean facilities
should be of round wire or rod, open construction,and with hard,
smooth surface finishes. Racks of this type facilitate laminar airflow
and minimize the CO11ection of airborne contaminants.

Tools should always be supportedwhen not in use in such a manner
that they cannot pick up nor transfer contaminants. This can be
accomplished by hanging or supporting tools on wire mesh racks or on
holding fixtures. Workholding fixtures shall be readily cleanable, and
shal1 support the work piece finnly in such a manner that it does not
touch the work surface. (Ref 2, 7).

5.2.4 In-processstoraqe. Items which are not packaged or closed
immediately after cleaning should remain in the controlled environment
and be further protectedwhere practical by containers and covers to
exclude possible contaminateon and unnecessary handling. Iternsbeing
worked on in a more or less continuousmanner whi1e in a controlled
environment shal1 be covered or closed during periods of inactivity.
Protective covers on c1ean materials should be resealed if the contents
wi11 not be withdrawn for a significant period or if they are transported
from one clean area to.another

For in-process storage, cushioned containersmade of low particle
shedding materials should be used. For maximum protection, smali,
fragile or intricate components should be separated and stored in ind-
ividual boxes or polyethylenebags. (Ref 4,7).

5.’3 Cleanliness verificationof packaqing materials. Since the
objective of precision packaging is the maintenance of a specified
cleanliness level of the enclosed item, some inspectionor testing
techniquesmust be applied to verify that this cleanliness level is,
in fact, maintained. One general type of verificationprocedures
involves monitoring the cleanliness of the intimate packagingmaterials
prior to use and observing precision packaging practices during subsequent
packaging operations.

The most generally accepted method for monitoring the cleanliness
of clean packaging films is set forth in SpecificationMSC-SPEC-C-25.
The surface cleanliness requirementsrequired by this specification are
presented in Table 1.

NOTE: Plastic films, including ordinary (non-antistatic)
polyethylene,generate 1arge electrostaticc charges
when handled, rubbed, or when one surface is
separated from another as in opening a bag or
unrol1ing a sheet of film. These charges can cause
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attraction of large quantities of airborne
particles to the surfaces of such film and may
result in inordinately large particle counts
unless precautionsare taken to minimize exposure
of clean film surfaces to the clean room atmos-
phere prior to testing for verification6f
cleanliness level.

5.3.1 Visual inspection. Visual inspection is the most cormnon
inspectionmethod. No evldence of oi1, grease, water, solvents, paints,
ink, dirt, metal chips, decals, preservatives,or other foreign
matter shal1 be permitted on either the external surfaces or the internal
surfaces or the internal surfaces of ackaging materials when inspection

!is made with the unaided eye. (Ref 1 .

5.3.2 U1traviolet light inspection. The external and internal
surfaces of metalllC closures shall be examined for evidence of
f1uorescence under ultraviolet light. Fluorescenceareas that centinue
to fluoresce after hand wipe cleaning with solvent shall be rejected.
(Ref 3).

5.3.3 Rinse test inspection. Bags for precision packaging
applications shal1 be satnpled In accordancewith the fo’ilowing requirements
unless Ctki-it se specified.

5.3.3.1 Preparation. The open end of the bag shal1 be heat-sealed.
Using surgical-r other extremely sharp blade in order to
minimize particle generationwhen cutting, one corner of the bag shal1
be cut off so that an opening not over 3/4 inch in length is created.

Plastic tubing for precision packaging applicationsshall be sealed
at both ends of a length to give an inside test area of approximately
one square foot and sampled for rinse test as for bags.

Plastic film (flat rol1 stock) shall be cut carefullyw“th sur9ical
scissors or other sharp blade to a length of 12 inches. The section
shal1 be folded in half, sealed into a bag form in such a manner
as to minimize exposure of the interior to airborne particles,and
sampled for rinse test as for bags.

5.3.3.2 Rinsinq-. Through the opening created in preparation for
the rinse test, 100nl of solvent (MSFC-SPEC-237A)per square foot of
interior surface shal1 be introduced from a wash bottle or simi1ar appar-
atus. A bag having less than one square foot of interior surface shal1 be
considered as one
practicalmeans.

square foot. The opening shall then be shut by a
The exterior of the bag shall theh be rinsed down with
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Table 1.

Precision packagingmaterials surface cleanlinessrequirements

ParticulateDistributionPer Nonvolati1e Residue Per
Square Foot of Surface Tested Square Foot of Surface Tested

WWXAL Maximum
Level

0-5
5-15
15-25
25-50
* 50

2 0-5
5-15
15-25
25-50
50-100
> 100

3 0-1o
10-25
25-50
50-100
100-175
* 175

Not Counted2 1
40
20
6
0

Not Counted2 1
50
25
10
5
0

Not Counted2
300
50
10
5
0

1

Note 1 - Level 1 shall apply only to nylon films

Note 2 - Particles in this ra~ge are “notccunted; however, any obscurir,g
of the filter grid llnes shall be cause for rejection.

Note 3 - The particulate size ranges and quantities specified are
designed for certain NASA applications. Requirementsfor
other uses may differ and should be specified accordingly.
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the same agent to prevent exterior particles from being pieked up when
the bag is decanted. The cleaning agent within the bag shall be agitated
by a gentle but rapid sloshing.

5.3.3.3 Collection of sample. The cleaning agent within the bag
shal1 be poured out through the same opening, held shut during rinsing,
onto a microporous 0.45 or 0.8 micron membrane filter, 47 mn diameter.

5.3.3.4 Testinq, The effluent of the rinse test shall be examined
for partiCU1ate matter by the particle count method in accordance
with ARP 598, MSC-SPEC-C-14,or equivalent. The nonvolatile residue
of the solvent rinse shal1 be detennined in accordancewith ASTM O
210964. (Ref8). Individual bags or pieces of material tested for
cleanliness shall not be used to package precision cleaned items.

5.3.3.4.1 Particle count method. Particles are to be counted and
tabulated in the f011owing order: fibers, particles greater than 100
microns, 50-100 microns, 25-50 microns, 15-25 microns, and 5-15
microns. This method is not used for counting particles smaller than
5 microns. Fibers are counted as particles unless their length exceeds
100 microns. The size of a particle is determined by its greatest
dimension. (Ref 2,5).

Apparatus needed for this method includes:

(a) Binocular microscope with ocular-objectivecombinations
to obtain 40 to 45X and 90 to 150X magnifications.The
latter objective should have a numerical aperture of 0.15.

(b) Normal counter.

(c) Microscope lamp, high intensity.

(d) Ocular micrometer scale.

(e) Stage micrometer, standard 0.01 to O.1-nsnscale.

Absolute counting of particles shall be accoinplishedas follows:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Using forceps, position filter disc on filter disc
holder and place on microscope stage.

Adjust the mircoscope 1amp intensity
particle difinition.

A magnification of approximatey 45X

to obtain maximum

shall be used for
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counting partlcles 25 microns or 1arger, approximatey
90X for particles smaller than 25 microns,

(d) Using the microscope’s horizontal and vertical traversing
stage adjustments, systematically scan and count al1
particles on the entire filtering area of the filter disc,
scanning each specified size range separately.

(e) Record results of particle count on appropriatedata
sheet and validate by initials or quality control stamp.

410

Statisticalmethods may be empleyed provided that the method shows
agreement with the values of certified standard samples. To obtain the
number of particles of a given size range, the number of particles on a
representativenumber of grid squares on the filter disc is counted.
From this count, the total number of particles which WOU1d be present
statistically on the total effective filtration area of 100 imprinted
grld squares is calculated.

(a)

(~)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Using forceps, position filter disc on filter disc holder
and place on microscope stage.

p,dju~tthe ~1cro~cope I~rnpintensity to obtain w.xi!m!m
particle definition.

Using the microscope’s horizontal and vertica? traversing
stage adjustments, rapidly scan the filter disc to assure
that particulatecontaminationis evenly distributed.
Estimate the partiCU1ate population before proceedingwith
a count.

If the total number of particles of a given particle size
range is estimated to be between 1 and 50, count the number
of particles over the entire effective filtering area.

If the total number of particles of a given particle size.-.
range is estimated to be between 50 and 1,000, count the
number of particles in 20 randomly-chosengrid squares and
multiply this number by 5 to obtain the total statistical
particle count.

5.3.3.4.2 Nonvolatile residue of solvent. Two methods are
presented in ASTM D 2109-64 for determiningthe nonvolatilematter
(the residue on evaporation) in halogenated organic solvents and
admixtures thereof (Ref 16).
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Method A is used for halogenatedorganic solvents or admixtures
having less than 50 parts per million (ppm) nonvolatilematter; or
where greated precision than plus or minus 10 ppm is required.

Method B is used for halogenated organic solvents or admixtures
having more than 50 ppm nonvolatilematter or where precision of plus
or minus 0.001 percent (10 ppm) is satisfactory.

5.4 Monitoring the itern. In addition to monitoring the cleanliness,
of packaging materials and operations, another method is widely used
to verify the effectivenessof clean packaging. This is done by monitoring
the cleanlinessof the part immediately after its removal from the
clean package. The receiving inspection,required by the quality
control provisions established for the effected itern,shall be performed
in a clean area by qualified and authorized receiving inspectionpersonnel.
Receiving test sample packages should be selected at random to determine
that the requirements,arebeing met on a quality control basis.

Tables ‘IIaand IIb (MIL-STD-1246A)prescribe the cleanliness
levels established to provide a uniform set of criteria for specifying
product cleanliness,based on contaminantsize, distribution,and count.
The use of these cleanlinesslevels provides a basis for specifying and
determinifigcleanliness reqi.iirements.

The cleanliness levels of Tables IIa and IIb shall apply to
surfaces, assemblies,components, or fluids. The following units of
measure shall be used:

(a) Surfaces - Particles categorized by size and count per
square foot of significant surface area. Nonvolatile residue in
milligrams per square foot of significantsurface area.

NOTE: Areas 1ess than one square foot shal1 be considered
as one square foot. Area may be estimated.

(b) Assemblies and components - Particles categorized by size
and count per square foot of significantsurface area.
Nonvolatile residue in mi11igrams per square foot of
significantsurface area.

NOTE: Areas less than one square foot shal1 be considered
as one square foot. Area may be estimated.

(c) Liquid - Particles categorized by size and count per 100
milliliters of fluid. Nonvolati1e residue measured in
milligrams per 100 milliliter of fluid sample.
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TableII.

Classificationof productcleanlinesslevels

TableIIa. TableIIb.
Non volatileResidue

Cleanliness Range Quantity Level
Level

Qua:rity
Surfaceand Fluids of Particulate

10 5 Lessthan3 ,4 Lessthan1.0mg

21 1.0mg
25 1: Lessthan4 B to

25 1 2.0mg

150 2.0mg
50 1: 25 c to

25 7
50

3.0mg
1

15 280
100 25

3.0mg
75 0 to
11 4.0mg

1% 1

15 4100
25 1100 4.0mg

200 180 E to
18 16 5.0mg
200 1

25 7000
1000 5.0mg

300 1:: 90 F
250 3 7.~mg
300 1

11000 7.0mg
500 1:: 950 G to

250 25 10.0mg
500 1

100 6500
750

10.0mg
250 170 H to
500 7 15.0mg
750 1

250 1000
1000

15.0mg
500 45 J
750 7 25.?mg
1000 1
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(d) Gas - Particles categorizedby size and count per cubic
foot of gas.

5.4.1 Cleanliness inspection techniques. Various tests and techniques
are used to verify the cleanliness of a precision packaged item. Table
111 presents the techniques required by MIL-STO-1246,for the testing
of cleanlinessof surfaces, assemblies and components, liquids and
gases. Any of these tests, or demonstratedequivalents,may be used.

Table 111.

Procedures for measurement of cleanlinesslevels (MIL-STO-1246)

I Surfaces, Assemblies and Components

ASTM-F-24

ASTM-O-2429

ASTM-O-2391

ASTM-D-2399 or

SAE, ARP-598

Liquids

ASTM-O-2391

ASTM-O-2390

SAE-ARP-598

Gases

SAE-ARP-743

ASTM-F-25

ASTM-D-2544

fICTM-n_??On,,4,,,”----

Other inspectiontechniques comnonly used are described in the
following paragraphs.

5.4.1.1 Visual inspection. External surfaces and accessible internal
surfaces may be visually inspected for contaminantssuch as particles,
moisture, corrosion, scale, and oi1. The presence of these contaminants
usually indicates improper or inadequatecleaning prior to packaging
or rupture of the package during handling or transport. A special
1ight source or borescope is usual1y needed to inspect internal surfaces.
(Ref 9).

5.4.1.2 Microscopic inspection. External surfaces may also be
inspectedwith a microscope to verify surface cleanliness.

5.4.1.3 Pu in
9

In some systems or assemblies, internal and
inaccessiblesur aces and confined areas may be monitored by administering
a purge gas and testing the gas as it is expel1ed from the system. A
dry, filtered, inert gas should be used for this purpose. The three
contaminantsmost cornnonlymonitored by this method are:

I

I
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(b) Moisture - Moisture is measured
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entrapped on a membrane fi1ter
a microscope and ocular

by a moisture meter in parts
per million
Celsius (C)

(c) Condensablee
measured by

by volume, by the dewpoint method in degrees
or other acceptable methods.

hydrocarbons- Condensable hydrocarbonsare
the scrubber method or other acceptablemethod.

Precision clean solvents may also be used in some systems in this
same manner to test for partiCU1ates and nonvolatile residue.

While this method may be acceptable for some systems, it is not
suitable for others because contaminantsmay be trapped in pockets
or dead-end plumbing and therefore not be evident.

5.4.1.4 Continuity check. Electrical components and assemblies
may be given a continuity check. A malfunction discovered by this
method, however, might be attributableto either contaminationof the
package or to handling damage. (Ref 3).

5.4.1.5 Functional test. Functional tests involve rexnoving clean
packaged components from their packages, assembling them into a system,
and conducting a functional test of the complete system. This may be
sufficient for some applications, but is not considered a true test
of clean packaging effectivenessbecause it does not consider handling
damage or contamination introduced during the assembly process.

5,4.2 Rejection and retest. Failure of any sample packages to
conform to any one of the requirements of the receiving inspection
should be cause for rejection of the lot represented. Parts which have
been rejected may be reelcaned and repackaged and resubmittedfor
acceptance.

5.4.3 Loq book record. A log book record should be maintained
of al1 incidents of opening packages or closures for inspectionpurposes
to insure traceabi1ity in the event contaminateon should occur. The
record should show the date, responsible person, reason for opening,
the condition of reclosing, and the disposition of the article.

5.5 Physical protection during receiving inspection.

5.5.1 Pneumatic, fuel, LOX, and hydraulic systems. During
receiving inspectlon, components of pneumatlc, fuel, llquid oxygen,
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and hydraulic systems wi11 be protected to prevent damage and minimize
contaminationas follows. (Ref 5):

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

(h)

Examine the intimate bag for visible damage to detetmine
acceptanceor rejectionof the itern.

Open the intimate bag in a manner that will permit resealing
of the bag.

Remove covers only as necessary to perform applicable inspecting
operations.

When a pneumatic test or purge is required during the
functional inspection,use either nitrogen or filtered
air as the test or purge medium.

Covers that have been removed wi11 be replaced with new
material insnediatelyfollowing the cwnpletionof the
inspection or the original cover may be used if they were
carefully removed.

After the receiving inspection is completed, replace the
component in the intimate bag. Place an identification
tag with assembly and handling restrictions,identification
information,acceptance stamp and manufacturer’sname in
the bag in a position that will permit clear visibility of
the informationand prevent corrosion interaction. Purge
the bag with nitrogen and heat seal the bag.

Overpackage the component as necessary to prevent damage
during handling, shipping, and storing operations.

Receiving inspectionsmust be performed in a clean
room under controls to maintain cleanliness.

5,5.2 Gas bearinq and slosh measuring systems. Componentsof gas
bearing and S1osh measuring systems shal1 be protected during receiving
inspection as pneumatic system components except that the gas supply
shall be specified and determined by MSFC-PROC-195.

5.5.3 Electronic components. Electronic componentsshal1 be pro-
tected during receiving inspection as follows:

(a) Remove the bagged iternfrom the package.

(b) Open the plastic bag in a manner that will pennit resealing
of the bag.

1
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

(h)

(i)

5.6

Remove protective caps and PIugs only as necessary to perform
inspection.

Attach an approved mating connector to each electricalplug
or receptacle before test connectionsare made.

Caution:

(1) Use
are

Do not touch or attach a probe, test lead, or
test clip to any connector pin or socket of
any harness, cable, component, or equipment
at any time for tests, checkout, or any other
purpose.

wiring harnesses and mating connectors that
aDoroved bv the resoonsible desian aaenc.vto

conneck compon~nts to testing fixtur& f;r ai1
testing operations.

(2) Use a receiving checkout procedure that has been
approved by the responsibledesign agency for al1
receiving tests.

Replace protective caps and plugs insnediately fol1owing
completionof tests.

Replace component in the plastic bag. P1ace an identification
tag with acceptance stamp, identification,manufacturer’s
name, and handling restrictionsin a position that permits
clear visibi1ity of the infmnation and prevents corrosion
interaction.

Reseal plastic bag in a controlledarea.

Overpackagethe component as necessary to prevent damage
during handling, shipping, and storing operations.

Attach identificationand warning tags to exterior of
package as applicable.

Stock room storage. During stock room storage, pneumatic
system, fuel systems, 1iguid oxygen systems, hydraulic systems, gas
bearing and S1osh measuring systems, and electronic components shal1
be protected as follows:

(a) Store in an approved storage area.

(b) Protect manufacturer’sidentification,nomenclature,part
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(c)

(d)

number and assembly restrictionmarkings. Observe al1
package warnings during handling and stacking operations.

Provide for Deriodic reinspectionof COM00nent5 to insure
that components are adequately protected:and provide for
compliante with the 1atest
and specifications.

Warning 1abels and storage

applicable protection drawings

and stacking instructionsshall
be observed as applicable.

5.7 Physical protectionfor intraplant transportation. Precautions
shall be taken to insure that clean packages or closures are properly
identifiedand protected from damage during handling, and intraplant
transportation. Such Drecautions nvy include but not be 1imited to
the following devices.’ (Ref 4): -

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

5.B

1.

2.

3.

4.

Durable overpack.

Shock resistant mountings,

Bright colored, wel1 marked containers,1abels, or wrapping
material for warning purposes.

Specially made or adapted containers,tote boxes, or trays
to provide protectionand convenienceof handling.

Specially built or adapted transportationwhich will offer
suitable protectionto the subject item.

Written instructionsposted in an obvious position directing
special handling, storing, or transportationprocedures.
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SECTION 6

PACKAGING MATERIALS

1

I
6.1 Barrier materials. Materials used in the clean package as

barriers to contaminatingenvironmentsmay be categorized in several
ways. These materials are grouped herein according to structural type
and to package application.

6.1.1 Structural.

6.1.1.1 ~. Rigid packaging materials include metals, 91aSS,
ceramic, and rigid plastics. These materials are cleanable to the
degree required, provide adequate environmentalprotection, and are
minimal contributorsof contaminants. They may be used as intimate and
environmental packages.

6.1.1.2 Nonriciidor flexible. This group consists principally
of metal foil and plastic films. The barrier qualities vary with the
clifferent materials. The sloughing of particles due to abrasion and
flexing occurs to some degree in al1 materials of this tYPe, eSPeCiallY
in those of lower density. Films in this group may be used as intimate
and environmental packages and as intimate cushioningmaterial.

6.1.2 Package application. The three basic elements or parts
which compose a complete clean package are intimate cushioning, intimate
package, and environmentalpackage (Ref 5).

6.1.2.1 Intimate cushioning. Clean items which have sharp edges,
protrusions, or external threaded portions may require some form of
cushioning to protect the intimate and environmentalpackage from
puncture or damage. The material used for this part of the package
requires the same degree of cleanlinessas the item because of its
intimate contact with the itern. Where a plastic film is used as the
intimate package, the same material is ccnmnonlyused for cushioning.
This is accomplishedby placing a number of 1ayers over the sharp edges
or protrusions.

6.1.2.2 Intimate package. The intimate package, applied in the
clean room, is the packaging material in contact with the clean iternor
~nvironmental1y adjacent
a contaminationbarrier.
requires the same degree

to the clean item. Its function is to provide
The material used for this part of the package
of cleanlinessas the clean item and should be
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capable of providing a hermetic seal to external contaminantsand
environments. The rigid materials of high density and hard finish can
provide the highest degree of cleanlinessand effective barrier qualities.
Some impedimentsto the use of rigid materials may be in forming to a
partiCU1ar configuration,sealing, and securing the item within the
enclosure to prevent damage to the item and container and sti11 maintain
the required cleanliness. Nonrigid or flexible materials are 1imited
in the degree of cleanliness they can maintain due to their sloughing
characteristics. Metal foi1s are cleanable to a good degree but should
not be used since f1exing and abrasion create considerable particle
generation. PIastic films of high density and smooth surface finish
are readily cleanable, and they generate fewer particles than the low-
density films (Ref 3). Many of the plastic fiJms are heat-sealableand
are effective barriers to certain environments.

6.1.2.3 Environmentalpackage. This part of the cleanpackage
is used to provide an additional barrier to specific environmentswhich
may not be provided by the intimate package material and to provide
the intimate package with protection from the various environments
encounteredduring handling operations and storage. The sloughing
characteristicsof the flexible film material used for this package
may be of less significance,and emphasis can be placed em those
characteristicsthat provide the best environmentalbarrier. Many of
the plastic films are effective barriers to moisture vapor, oi1S,
greases, other gases and 1iquids, and are heat-sealable. The rigid
materials possess all the barrier qualities of the films and, in
addition, provide greater physical protectionfrom forces both within
and outside the container (Ref 5).

6.2 Ancillary materials and accessories. In addition to the basic
materials~foning of a clean package,
certain other materials are necessary to form a complete clean package.
Most of these items and materials wi11 be used in the clean packaging
operation either interna1 to the package or adjacent thereto. There-
fore, the cleanlinessof the iternsand the handling proceduresmust be
compatiblewith the cleanliness level of the clean packaging operation.
The following iternsare commonly used in clean packaging operation.
However, special situationsmay require additional iternswhich should
be given the same considerationsfor cleanliness.

6.2.1 Tape, pressure-sensitive. Pressure-sensitivetape
(PPP-T-66)may be used in some instances for securing cushioning to the
itam, Seal1ng c1Osures or wraps, and securing other items to the package.
The tape material and the adhesive should not generate contaminants
or degrade the package material.

6.2.2 Ribbons and ties (nonadhesive). Ribbons and ties may
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scmetimes be used for the same purposes as pressure-sensitivetape
and may be preferred to eliminate the possibi1ity of contaminationfrom
the adhesive. Material used for these ties and ribbons should be
cleanable and nonshedding to the degree required.

6.2.3 Identificationlabels and tags. Identificationlabels and
tags are normally required for proper and complete identificationof
the clean package and item contained therein. They should be pre-
printed to preclude the need for marking materials in the clean
packaging area. Labels, tags and markings should be on materials which
are nonfading and minimal in generation of contaminantsand in
accordance with MIL-STD-129.

6.2.4 Desiccantsand humidity indicaters. When static dehumidi-
fication is required in the clean package, desiccants (MIL-O-3464)
may be applied in accordancewith MIL-P-116 to ensure that the clean
iternis not contaminatedby desiccant dust or the desiccant bag material.
Desiccants contained in bags which are noncorrosiveand impermeableto
desiccant dust are available. Humidity indicatingdevices may be
placed in the package (MIL-STD-2003)or externallymounted (MIL-1-26860).

6.2.5 Purging gases. Inert gases such as dry nitrogen used for
purging the clean package prior to sealing the closure shall be of
a purity equal to or better than the cleanliness level of the itam. The
impurities to be considered include water vapor, hydrocarbons,and
particles that would contaminate the clean item. Fi1tration of the gas
shal1 be adequate to’ensure removal of al1 contaminateng particulate.

6.2.6 Inte rit seals.
~

Tamperproof-type seals or decals may be
used to detect VIo atlon of the integrity of a sealed clean package or
closure. These iternsshal1 be of such material and configurationthat
their application does not result in deteriorationor violation of the
closure.

6.2.7 Intermediatepackage materials. Items of a fra9ile nature
should be provided physical protectionafter being clean packaged and
prior to extensive handling. Materials used for this purpose include
cushioning, compartmentalized containers,environmentalbarrier covers
or wraps. Materials of this type should be applied outside the clean
packaging area.

6.3 Evaluationof barrier materials. Precision cleaned films
are avai1able which can meet the cleanliness requirementsfor most
clean packaging applications. The levels of cleanlinessas specified
by the supplier of such films should be checked to assure conformance
with the requirementsof the specific application. At the present,
there are only four types of plastic films considered suitable for use
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in the c1ean room; polyethylene,polyamide, f1uorohalocarbon,and FEP
Teflon. Some of the forms of these films are described in the follow-
ing section along with other material which have been used for precision
packaging. Characteristicsand propertiesof selected plastic films
are shown in Tables IV and V.

6.3.1 Color-codiny. The concept of color-codingfilms used for
clean packaging has become popular, since it prevents confusion between
film types. Printing is not permitted since ink tends to slough off,
therefore a homogeneouscolor is imparted to the resin mix prior to
extrusion. Although there are no hard and fast rules, the generally
accepted CO1ors are: (Ref 4).

(a) Polyethylene- Pink for antistatictypes.

(b) Nylon - Bright orange, or yellowish tint for antistatic
types.

(c) Aclar - No color, tint, printing, or destaticizingagent
is allowable with Aclar films, since any additivewould
be a non-fluorocarbonand therefore not LOX-compatible
under MIS!.’simpact test, per MSFC-SPEC-IOE.A.

6.3.2 Polyethylene. Polyethyleneis widely used because it is
available very economicallyin many types, sizes, and thicknesses.
The strength of polyethyleneis less than that of practical1y al1 other
plastic films and its tendency to slough is very high. Polyethylene
also showed considerabledistortiondue to swelling in an oil-resistance
test. As a result, Dr. J. Mason Pilcher of Battelle Memorial Institute
recoimnendedthat polyethyleneshould not be used alone to package
componentsrequiring a high degree of cleanliness (such as Levels I
and II) (Ref 7). However, it may be used as an outer wrap over a
suitable intimatewrap.

6.3.2.1 Polyethylene,ordinary clean. Polyethylene,ordinary
clean is a low to medium density polyethylenefilm without talc or
starch slip agents. It is a natural color, available in thicknesses
from 0.002 to 0.010 inches.

6.3.2.2 Polyethylene,antistaticclean. Polyethylene,antistatic
c1ean is a pink nonfluorescentpolyethylenefilm, containing an internal
organic antistatic additive throughout the film which renders al1 sur-
faces sufficientlyconductive to bleed off static charges and eliminates
particle attractionor spark-dischargehazard due to static electricity
(NADC study).
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6.3.2.3 Polyethylene,daylight fluorescent,clean. This is a
bright fluorescentpink polyethylenefilm, 6-mils thick, containing a
pigment which fluoresces orange under black light. This property aids
in identifyingthose particles sloughed from the film surface of a bag
or wrap as opposed to those from other sources.

6.3.3 Polyamide, nylon 6. When LOX or similar violent oxidizers
are not involved, the preferred film material is nylon 6. Nylon 6
films work wel1 as intimate barriers since these films have the highest
abrasion and slough resistance and therefore create the least self-
c ontamination problems among films in common use. However, nylon is
a poor moisture barrier. Since nylons are plasticizedby moisture
vapor and tend to equi1ibrate with the humidity of the surrounding
air, moisture as a vapor passes readily through nylon.

f
For t is

reason it is wel1 to provide a barrier of polyethylene,Aclar , or some
material with a 1w WVTR as an outer wrap over a nylon inner bag where
moisture vapor protection is needed. For heavy products, or where 1ow
moisture vapor is required, 1/2 mil nylon or mylar is coated with 2-
mi1s of polyethylene. In this combination the nylon provides the strength
to keep the polyethylene from stretching and breaking.

Being a poor moisture barrier can become an advantagewhen thin
gauge nylon 6 is used to package a desiccant to prevent corrosion of
parts without perinitting desiccant particles to escape. This assumes,
of course, that the desicant package is placed with the clean part
inside another package that is a good moisture barrier. (Ref 6).

6.3.3.1 Nylon, ordinary, clean. Nylon, ordinary, clean is a
nylon 6 (or blends of nylon and nylon 6.6) polyamide film, natural
color, 2-roilthickness,without talc or starch slip agents.

6.3.3.2 !&lon, antistatic,clean, heat stabilized. This is an
orange fluorescent transparentnylon film, 2-rollsthick, containing
an organic antistatic agent throughout the film to reduce static charging,
plus a heat stabi1izer enabling the film to withstand dry heat steri-
1ization cycles of 300 degrees Fahrenheit for 12-hour periods and up
without marked degradation. Ordinary nylon browns and embrittles in
short periods under this temperature. (Ref 2).

6.3.3.3 Nylon, daylight fluorescent,clean. This is a yellw-
green fluorescentnylon film, 2-roilsthick, containinga pigment which
fluorescesblue-white under black 1ight. This fluorescenceaids in
identifyingthese particles sloughed from the.intimate package surface
as opposed to those from other sources.

lAC1ar is the registeredtrademarkof Al1ied Chemical Corporationfor
its f1uorohalocarbon films.
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6.3.4 F1uorohalocarbon(Aclar). The outstanding propertiesof
fluorohalocarbonfilms are a very low water-vapor transmissionrate,
1ow gas transmissionrates, and excellent thermoforsningcharacteristics.
In addition, fluorohalocarbonfilms are chemically inert, completely
nonflammable,and LOX compatible. Techniques supplied by the manu-
facturer enable a converter to bond f1uorohalocarbon films to such
substrates as polyethylene,polyester, and foil. (Ref 1).

Aclar, c1can, is a fluorohalocarboncopolymer, unplasticizedand
without additives. It is clean and colorless, supplied as a clear, trans-
parent product in thicknessesof 1/2-roiland up, and is available in
three grades: Aclar 22A, 22C, and 33C. Al1 grades are certified
LOX-compatibleunder MSFC-SPEC-106A,but Aclar 33C is preferred for
packaging parts designed for LOX service due to its superior resistance
to cleaning solvents. Teflon and the Aclars are the only films meeting
the requirementsof MSFC-SPEC-456for packaging all pneumatic ccxnponents
requiring LOX-compatibi1ity, and as a result, Aclar bags are being
specified by NASA for clean packaging of LOX-clean hardware. Aclar
is also compatiblewith nitrogen tetroxide, hydrogen peroxide and other
violent oxidizers, Chlorine trifluoride sprays do not cause Aclar
to ignite. Since Aclar is available in varying thicknesses, it offers
LOX-safe wraps for covering smal1 valve orifices, can be thennofonned
into plugs or caps t,ep~otect these fittings●nd large single sheets
can be used to cover f1at-fIangeclsurfaces up to 54 iricheswide. (Ref 6).

6.3.5 Polyester. Polyester film is one of the strongest biaxially
oriented films ccmnarciallY available. It has exceptional tensile
strength over a wide tetnperaturerange and is only S1ightly affected by
oil. The film has good chemical resistance, usual1y contains no plas-
ticizers, and has good transparency. Cost is rather high, being three
times as much as some other transparentfilms, but its unusual strength
makes it a very useful packagingmaterial, and the cost i$ offset scme-
what by its strength,which allows its use in thinner gauges than other
films. It has a moderate MVTR, but this drops to near zero at freezing
temperatures. Laminationsmake use of its great strength and good
barrier properties.

A major disadvantage of polyester is the fact that the uncoated
film is not heat-sealable. Hwever, a very smal1 amount of benzyl
alcohol applied with a felt wick in ccxnbinationwith heat and pressure
makes an excellent seal. Temperatures should be in the range of 335
to 385 degrees Fahrenheit. Unsupported polyester is rarely used
for precision packaging.

6.3.6
film, it is

/

Aluminum foil. Although aluminum foil is not a plastic
sometimes considered for use with the plastic films for
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clean packaging applications. Household grade aluminum foil has an oil
film on the surface that renders it not LOX-compatible. Clean 011-
free foils are availablewhich can pass the LOX-impact test as a sheet
sample, but the high rate of particle sloughing from abrasion and flexing
preduces aluminum particleswhich are not LOX-compatible,owing to their
1arge specific surface areas. Table VI shows the results of S1ough
tests for four materials including two aluminum foils. (Ref 9 ).
Aluminum in contact with dissimilar metals may cause galvanic corrosion.

Other disadvantagesof aluminum foil are that it is not heat-
sealable, it is opaque, the surface oxides may be abrasive to precision
finishes, and contact with dissimi1ar metals can contribute to corrosion.

Oue to its opacity and sloughing characteristics,the disadvantages
of aluminum foi1 are felt to outweigh any advantages for its use in
the clean room.

6.3.7. Vinylidine chloride copolymer (saran~. Saran film offers
excellent water-vapor and gas-barrier properties but its resistance to
abrasion and S1oughing is poor. These disadvantagesand the fact that
it cannot be cleaned 1imits its use in the clean room.

6.3.B Composite films. The structuringof two or more different
tYPes of fiims to form a composite fiim has tne advantage of combining
in one f1lm the characteristiccs of two or more Individual films to
provide the needs for a partiCU1ar application. Two methods of struc-
turing are utilized for composite films: mechanical lamination and the
extrusion formed composites.

Mechanical 1amination consists of sandwiching together the different
types of films with special adhesives, by thermal 1amination, or
extrusion coating one film on another.

The extrwded composite films are two or more films produced
simultaneously,and formed into a miltilayer structure while still
in amorphous and semimolten states during the manufacturinq process,

6.3.8.1 ~ar/polyethylene. This is a laminate
which meets the requlrements of MIL-~ 91, Type ~. The Aclar is a
3/4-mi1 ply and serves as the 1east expensive effective water-vapor
barrier of a reasonable thickness among transparentfilms. A polyester/
polyethylene combinationmeeting the requirementsof MIL-B-22191, Type
11 seals effectivelyand resists grease and plasticizers. The strength
of this composite is high and it is thin and exceptionally transparent.
Because bags of these laminationswould be literally 1ined with poly-
ethylene, they are recommendedonly as outer rnoisture-barrierwraps over
intimate bags of nylon.
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Table VI.

Slouqh tests of four intimate wraDs*
Average counts for one suuare foot

Particle Size

!laterial 10-25) 25-50} 50-100) 100} Fibers

Saran Wrap 32 25 4 4 5

Al (Alcoa) 938 265 60 15 5

Al (Kaiser) 1,003 311 59 11 3

Stee1 23,880 8,600 290 50 15

*Particleswere generated by carefully flexing the foil and
roughing and smoothing it. (See Ref 9 for more details).

1
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6.4 Antistatic films. Al1 materials, conductive or not, except
for pure gases, can produce static provided they are not grounded,
Therefore, the need is for a packaging material capable of being grounded
so that any static charge present may be swiftly drained off from the
entire film surface, rendering it neutral and, as a result, incapable of
causing a spark to be generated upon it, since charges are bled off in
the very instant of creation. (Ref 8).

Only the surface of a film or other object need be rendered con-
ductive for total bleed-off of a static charge to be made possible
by a grounding touch or connection.

A static charge, once generated, can be drained off in only two
ways:

(a) Directly to ground through or along the surface of the
material itself if it is sufficientlysurface-conductive.

(b) Through the air surrounding the object if that air is
made sufficientlyconductive by ionization. Ionizing
the air is the only means of increasing its conductivity
to any practical degree. It may be accomplishedby many
means but none produces a 1asting effect on a film or
object which may be recharged by contact imnediately
after 1eaving the ionized abnosphere.

Therefore, it is necessary to build “groundability”into the
packaging films themselves,so that the safety feature goes with
the film throughout its life wherever it is used including low relative
humidity conditiens. Some of the most effective approaches to this
goal are discussed in the fol1rovingparagraphs.

6.4.1 Effective techniques of production.

6.4.1.1 Internal organic antistatic agents. Such organic antistats
as quaternary amines and simi1ar agents may be introduced to plastic
resin blends prior to extrusion, effectivelyand permanentlydestati-
cizing the extruded product.

The mechanism of static bleed-off on a fiIn containing internal
organic antistatic agents is based on the attraction of humidity to the
surface of the film where it combines with the antistatic agent to
form the
charge.
that the

microscopic conductive 1ayer necessary to drain off any
Should this 1ayer be abraded away, it reforms at once, so
material retains antistatic propertiesthroughout its 1ife.
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6.4.1.2 Impregnationof films with conductive granules. It is
impossible in the extrusion of polyethylene and simil.srthermoplastics
to incorporate in the resin mix finely divided conductivepigments or
granules which render the film conductive if a sufficientlyhigh per-
~entage of such additive is present. By means of total conductivety,
such films assure that surface abrasion does not create electrical gaps.

6.4.2 Static detection and measurement. Several test methods
have been developed for the measurement of the presence of a static
charge on the surface of a film or laminate. One such test charges a
sample of film with 5000 volts, either positive or negative (usually
both in succession)and grounds the specimen. The time required to
charge and the speed of the bleed-off of the charge upon grounding is
graphed by a recording electrometer.

Since bleed-off time for ordinary or nonconductivefilms is wel1
above 5 minutes (the point at which testing is usually abandoned),
any films with bleed-off times less than 2 seconds appear to qualify
as static-dissipating. It is unlikely that a charge could be found
remaining on an antistatic film touched or grounded for a time of
the order of 2 seconds, or even’that a grounding connection could be
made or a package opened completely and its contents removed in less
than 2 seconds. While an operator touches a film and a ground connection
exists, no further charge caiibe generated if the filW is surface con-
ductive.

Oirect quantitativemeasurement of static charges on the surfaces
of materials without direct contact is made possible by static meters.
These instrumentsare held at a distance from 1 to 12 irichesfrom a
charged surface and indicate the polarity and degree of the charge in
kilovolts. Such devices furnish actual readings of static charges,
and are far more useful in determining the antistatic behavior of
films under conditions of actual use than are such methods as surface
resistivity or conductivety tests. The surface conductivityof a
film need only be minimal for good bleed-off of static charges to
occur, since static charges are practically pure voltage with only
infinitesimalamperage. The best test, therefore,would seem to be
one which places the film in a configurationsimilar to that which it
wi11 assume in actual use, grounds it, and attempts by whatever means
to generate a retained static charge upon it.

6.5 Film cleanliness. The essence of clean packaging is that a
contaminatlon sensitive item must always be protected from contaminateon
influences. The clean room may provide this protection during assembly
and testing, but the package must succeed the function of the clean
room. As a result, it IS necessary to think of a clean packaged item as
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an inseparableunit within this concept. If the intimate package shows
damage or violation, it must be assumed that the part is contaminated
and cannot be used without recleaningor reverificationof cleanliness.

To maintain the cleanliness level required for an item, the packag-
ing material selectedmust be cleaned to such a level that when applied
in accordancewith proper clean room procedures, it wi11 not contaminate
the cleaned iternbeyond an acceptable 1evel.

MSC-SPEC-C-25requires that al1 bags, sheeting tubing, rol1 stock,
and other cleaned film shal1 be overwrappedwith a second bag of clean,
4 to 6 mil, antistatic polyethylene. Roll stock shall be wound on
clean cores made from non-dustingplastic or metal. Closures and seals
shal1 be overwrappedand sealed in film cleaned to Level 3 of that
specification.

6.5.1 Cleanliness level measurement. Standard proceduresare
needed to measure particle concentrationin order to determine if the
packaging material is clean before use and to measure the extent to
which it sloughs during use. Several procedures have been devised by
various investigatorsfor quality control and for research on abrasion
resistance,but none can be considered a truly standard method (Ref. 10).

6.5.1.1 Mmhrane fi1ter test. One of the most generalIy accepted
methods of measuring particle contaminationis by the membrane fi1ter
test. The entire significant surface areas of the “clcan” films are
bathed with a known volume of pretested solvent. The solvent, containing
the particles, is then poured through a membrane fi1ter and the
CO1lected particles are then counted and sized with a light microscope
or with autcmatic instruments.

6.5.1.1.1 Direct visual examination. Although this method is
simple to understand and allows a direct visual examination of the
particles of interest, it has several shortcomings. Specifically,
with the microscope considerable time is required to count a filter
sample and the counts are subjective in nature and highly dependent on
operator performance.

6.5.1.1.2 Automatic particle counter. Particles in rinse solutions
may also be counted and SIzed with automatic instruments. Although
procedures uti1izing automatic particle counters are not as widely
accepted or as standardizedas microscopic procedures, automatic
counters, in general, give results which are relativelymore accurate
and reproduciblethan microscope counts and which may be obtained in
considerably less time. There are currently a number of automatic
particle counters consnercially avai1able for which results have been
compared with those obtained with a microscope on identical samples.
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6.5.1.2 Ultraviolet identification. R. “E.Bolasny of Scientific
Enterprises, Inc.,’devised a method to positivelY differentiateParticles
caused by sloughing film frcrnparticles from other sources. A fluorescent
dye is added to the resin before it is formed into Daylight Fluorescent
Packaging Materials,* known as DF films. The additive in DF polyethylene
provides for red daylight and orange ultraviolet identification,and
the additive in nylon provides for yellow daylight and blue-white
ultraviolet identification. The particles found in the package are then
examined under high intensityultraviolet light. This easilY al10WS
for positive identificationof those particles sloughed from the packaging
material itself as opposed to those from other sources.

6.5.2 Film cleaning techniques.

6.5.2.1 Facilities. Cleaning film on a large scale requires
rather elaborate, mechanized cleaning equipment and a clean room in
which further packaging of the clean film is accomplished. Under no
circumstancescan the clean film be exposed to ambient factory environ-
mental conditions after it leaves the cleaning equipment. Therefore,
the cleaning equipment must be 1ocated in the clean rooin,which in
most cases is not advisable,or the clean film must issue directly
from the c1eaning equipment into the clean room through an appropriately
Protected pass-through. The type of installationdescribed above
would be economically feasible only for the very large user or commercial
converter of clean film (Ref. 4).

6.5.2.2 Techniques. Although not an easy operation several
techniques exist for attaining the low particle counts and non-volatile
residue levels required by today’s precision clean packaging.

Resins must be selected and extruded into the form of film, either
as flat sheeting or as hollow “tubing.” When such tubing is extruded
using dry nitrogen fed through a 0.3 micron fi1ter to form an invisible
mandrel inside the “bubble“ of tubing being blown, subsequent cleaning
of the inside of the tube is both unnecessary and self-defeating. The
inside of such film is formed from molten plastic inside a closed
system, is unexposed to outside conditions and is therefore clcaner
than it could be if cleaning were attempted 1ater.

The outside of such tubing must be cleaned, however, and because
certain plastics includingAclar are never extruded in tube form,
methods had to be devised for cleaning flat rol1 stock sheeting as wel1.

* Patented by ScientificEnterprises.
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Since non-volatileresidues such as oi1, grease, prespiration and
simi1ar substancesmay be present on sheeting and only occasional1y show
up in sampling, all film cleaning must employ solvents to assure
the capabi1ity of removing NVR. To operate without solvents is to
run the risk of allowing grease or oi1 to get through the cleaning
system undetected,and to offer a very real explosive hazard in contact
with LOX or even gaseous oxygen under pressure.

One techniquecurrently used employs trichlorotrif1uoroethene
(F!SFC-SPEC-237A)in the form of bath and, later, as a high pressure
spray in a cleaningmachine. The sheet or tubing is passed down into
the bath to soak brief1y, then emerges to be sprayed with fresh solvent.
From the sprays it passes through 0.3 micron fi1tered dry air into the
area where it is wound on dustless clean plastic cores.

Other methods may be used in addition to, but never as a substitute
for, solvent cleaning. These include brushing,wiping, and vacuuming
with or without electrostaticassistancefrom ionizationdevices.

6.6
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SECTION 7

PACKAGING AND CLOSURE TECHNIQUES

I

I
/

I

I

7.1 Introduction. Many articles that are precision cleaned are
packaged individually. Most small items such as valve parts, o-rings
and bearings are packaged in envelopes, bags, bottles or other devices
that wi11 provide protection from external sources of contamination.
Hwever, for many components such as tubes, cyliriders,and electronicor
electromechanicalassemblies,the precision packaging involves the
closure or sealing of critical openings or entries. When a contamination
sensitive itern, such as potted assemblies, or hermeticallY sealed
electronic units, is completelyencased while in the clean room, the
case may provide complete contaminationprotectionand an intimate
package may not be required (Ref. 2). No fixed rules exist for the
packaging of precision clcaned materiel because techniqueswi11 vary
from product to product. One thing that is conunonto all precision
packaging is the need for clean packagingmaterial. The selection of
material and the configurationof the precision package wi11 depend
upon the nature of the itern.

Additional features that may be included in the packagingmethod
are devices that ~i ? 1 indicate the contaminationsensitivityof the
packaged part. Such devices should be positive indicatorsthat wi11
draw attention to the need for proper handling. Devices such as humidity
indicators,desiccants, identificationtags and labels will be described
in this section.

7.2 Intimate cushioning. The function of intimate cushioning in
precision packaging is the protectionof the intimate package material
from excessive abrasion or rupture due to contact with the itern. Any
protrusion, sharp corner, or externally threaded section should be
adequately cushioned.

Where practicable,transparentmaterial should be used as cushioning
material when a transparentbarrier material is used. If the material
must be LOX.compatible, then a fluorohalocarbon film meeting the.re-
quirements of MSFC-SPEC-456is required. If LOX-compatibilityis not a
requirement,then nylon is usual1y used. A fluorohalocarbonfilm,
though acceptable for use when LOX-compatibi1ity is not a requirement,
is not generally used because of its higher cost.

Because of the quantity of sharp edges involved,male threaded
sections present a special problem in precision packaging. When pro-
tected with intimate cushioning, they are.normallY covered with one or
more 1ayers of the material. Surface area should be kept to a minimum
consistentwith the need for completelycovering the threads and securing
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the materialto the item. It appearsthatthe best resultsare attained
when the material is drawn neither too tight nor too 1oose over the
itern,but is gently hand-formedover the section. This technique
reduces both the material surface area and the amount of movement
between the material and the item, but it does not draw the material
tight over the sharp edges (Ref.2).

Cushioningmaterial may be secured to the iternin several ways
which are described in the next paragraphs. The method used wi11
depend on the fol1owing factors:

(a) Item configuration,

(b) Cleanliness requirementsof the item’s external surfaces.

(c) Amount of handling and transportationanticipated.

7.2.1 Taping the cushioning to the item. Taping and cushioning
is most often used on external protrusionswhich lead to internal
surfaces of a component or ass&bly when the cleanliness requirenwnts
are primarily intended for the internal surfaces. Figure 2 i1lustrates
this technique of securing cushioningmaterial to an itern.

That portion of the tape in direct contact with the part wi11
probably leave an undesirable residue upon the removal of the cushioning
W:ch may reqdin ftirtherc?canlng. The length % tape uses!should be
sufficient to make an effective bond. If the tape is applied around a
protrusion, it should overlap itself by at lease 1/4 of the circumference

FILM

Figure 2. Applicationof intimate cushioningmaterial by tapinq 1
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7.2.2 Taping only over the cushioningmaterial. This techniqueis
similarto that in 6.2.1,except that the tape does not contactthe
surfaceof the item. The cushioningis applied in the same manner,
hand-formedover the Protrusion.and held in Dosition while the tape is
secured. This techniqueeliminatesthe problemof adhesiveresidueon
the item.

The cushioningmust be of sufficientlength to allow space for
taping. The tape must be stretchedand kept under tensionas it is
apPlled in order to provideadequateholding power when the tensionis
released. In this case, the tape shouldoverlap itself by at least
1/2 the circumferenceof the protrusion. Figure 3 shows the technique
of applyingcushioningmaterialby tapingonly the cushioning.

F1!-:4

7.2.3 Tying the cushioningto the item. Strips,ribbons,or
monofi1amant~l may be used to secure the
cushioningif tape is not acceptable. This is applied in much the
same manner as describedin 6.2.2. Whi1e this techniqueoffers the
advantageof eliminatingthe tape, it has two distinctdisadvantages.
First, it presentsmore opportunityfor particlesloughingboth frcm the
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increasedamount of materialand frcm the tying operation. Secondly,
unless the tie is stronglyknotted,it may cane looseduring subsequent
handling. Figure 4 shows the techniquefor tying the cushioningto
the itern.

7.3 Intimatepackage. Significantfactorsin determiningthe
methodsand techniquesfor preparingan effectivepackageare cleanliness
requirements,S1oughingof the barriermaterial, and size and configura-
tion of the iten. The size of a bag, if used, must be determinedin
relationto the part. Adequatespacewithin the primarybarriermast
be allowed in order that the part be aasily encapsulated(Ref. 1).

some typical methods of developingan intimatepackageare described
in the followingparagraphs. Variationsand combinationsof these
packageforms shouldbe consideredto providethe most effectivepackage
for any given application. In all packagingoperations,the item and
the packagematerialmust be handledin a manner that wi11 essentially
precludecontamination.

Figure4. Applicationof intimatecushioningby tying the
cushioningto itsm
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7.3.1 Film package. In this technique,the entire item is enclosed
in a plastic film envelope,bag, or tube. For this type package,all
surfacesof the iten must be cleanedto the same level. Some typical
examplesof this type of packageare shown in Figure 5. In a situation
requiringLOX-compatibi1ity, the same materialas used for the intimate
cushioningshould be used as the intimatepackage. This is necessary
even if the intimatecushioningccfnpletelysurroundsthe item since
there is always a chance the cushioningcould be 1oosenedor torn.

If nylon is used for cushioningwhen LOX-compatibilityis not a
requirement,then it shouldalso be used for the intimatepackage. The
sloughingcharactersties of polyethylenemake it unsuitablefor use as
an intimatepackage.

After the film wrap is applied,the packagemay then be purged-,
if required,and may also have the air or gas removed,if required.

Figure 5. Typicalfilm wraps

I
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7.3.1.1 Purgin~. Prior to final sealing of the package; the
interior of the package and the item may be purged by directing a stream
of filtered dry nitrogen (MIL-SPEC-BB-N-411,MSFC-SPEC-234A)or other in-
ert gas into the package at a pressure, volume, and period of time
which are adequate to completely replace the original atmosphere of the
package with the gas. The package should be sealed irmnediatelyafter
purging to assure a maximum entrapmentof the purging medium.

7.3.1.2 Removal of air or qas. The air or purging gas may be
removed from a package either by (1) vacuum evacuation or (2) hand
expulsion.

Vacuum evacuation,which can be accomplishedby withdrawing air
or gas from the bag through a hypodermic needle attached to a smal1
vacuum pump accomplishesfour things (Ref. 4):

(a) It reduces the contaminationcaused by abrasion resulting
from the part rubbing against the inside of the intimate
wrap.

(b) It serves as a
and its seals.

(c) It reduces the

(dj It reduces the

To evacuate the bag,

test for the integrityof the package

chance of damage to the bag.

moisture content ot the package.

insert the vacuum oumD tube needle at a
corner location of the ~ealed bag and pull a’va~uum until the bag
collapses firmly about the enclosed part. Remove the needle and
inrnediatelyseal the corner of the bag.

Hand expulsion requires dexterity and is accomplishedby gently
forming the bag around the part with the hands, thereby forcing
excess air from the package. In removing air by either technique, care
must be exercised to avoid damage to the bag or part.

However, it is not possible for a vacuum to be maintained in a
plastic bag for a long periodof time since air can pass through the
films used in the clean room. If a precision packaged item is to be
transported soon after packaging by plane in an unpressurizedcompart-
ment, bag sealing techniques should assure that the volume of air or
gas sealed in the bag is the minimum possible, thus permitting room
for expansion of entrapped gas.

7.3.2 Film closure. Using this technique, plastic film is
aPPlied to the oPen connectionsand ports 1eading to the cleaned
interior surfaces of parts, ducts, and fittings.

B2
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Nylon is usuallY used for film closureswhen LOX-compatibi1ity is

not required. Either nylon or polyethylenemay then be used for the
environmentalpackage. If a fluorohalocarbonfilm is used in a LOX-
compatiblesituationas the closurefilm, then it shouldalso be used
as the enviromnentalpackage in order to providea secondbarrier
against sloughingparticles.

One or more layersof clean film should be placed over the opening
and formed around the outsideof the part and securedby tape or tie
placedover the film and drawn tight. A film tube of adequatesize to
fit over the openingand extend down the side of the part may be used
insteadof a film sheet.

Tape conformingto PPP-T-66,Type 1, ClassB, shouldbe used.
unless otherwisespecified,to securethe film snuglyaround the part
to effect the seal. The tape shouldbe placed entirelyon the film
unless its contactwith the part is specificallyacceptable. It should
be noted that a hennetic seal may not be effectedand additionalenviron-
mental wraps shouldbe appliedto providethe necessaryprotection.

The interiorof the part may be purgedwith fi1tereddry nitrogen
or other inert gas prior to sealingof the opening(s). Purgingshould
be performedin a manner to ensure that the insideatmosphereof the
part and the closure(s)is completelyreplacedwith the gas. Final
sealingof the closure(s)shouldbe performedinsnediatelyfollowingthe
purging. An example of this type of film closureis shown in Figure6.

Fll
ATION

.Mc

Figure 6, Typical film closure
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7.3,2.1 Protective disc or cover. Discs or S1ip covers made of
rigid plastic or similar smooth clean material may be used when the size
of openings in parts require some form of protection for the plastic
film closure. If the disc or cover will be in direct contact with the
part, metals should be carefully selected to preclude the possibility
of galvanic corrosion. TableVIIshows four groups of metals based on
their compatibilitywith each other as given in MIL-STO-454. By placing
a plastic film closure over the opening of a metal part before applying
a dissimilarmetal disc or cover, galvanic corrosion can be prevented.

The diameter of the disc should be slightly larger than the opening
on which it is to be used. With the film closure drawn smooth over the
opening, the disc is centered over the opening on top of the film.
Tape is placed around the perimeter of the disc, partially on the disc
and partially on the film covering the outside of the part, with the
tape drawn tight to hold the disc securely in place. In some applications,
the disc is placed directly over the opening, the film drawn smooth
over the disc, and the tape placed over the film to hold the disc and
film in place. A second wrap of tape may be required near the end of
the film to provide a better seal and hold the film in place.

When covers are used, they should be of adequate size to S1ip over
the outside diameter of the opening of the part. After drawing the film
closluresmoothly over the opening, the cover is S1ipped over the film
and part with the head of the cover seated firmly against the end of
the opening. The cover flange is sealed to the film with tape placed
partially on the flange and film and around the circumferenceof the
closure. In some situations,the cover may be placed directly over
the opening with the film closure over the cover in a manner similar to
the disc and film closure. When required, purging should be performed
as described for the film closure.

Typical closures utilizing discs and covers are shown in Figure 7.

7,3.2.2 Gasket and plate closure. Gasket and closure plates may
be used when bolted flange-typeconnectionsand openings 1eading to
precision cleaned interior surfaces must be sealed, Clean film or other
material compatiblewith the end use of the item may be used for the
gasket. One or more sheets of gasket material may be used to obtain
adequate thickness to provide a compressionseal to the flange.

The diameter of the gasket and closure P?ate should be equal to the
outside diameter of the f1ange. The holes of the closure plate should
be larger than the flange holes to minimize abrasion and have the same
hole pattern as the correspondingholes in the flange.

B4
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Table VII.

Groups of compatible metals (MIL-STD-454)

Group I Group II Group III Group IV

Magnesiurn Aluminum Zinc Copper
and Alloys and Al10YS and Alloys

Cadmiurn
Aluminum Zinc Nickel and
5052, 5056, 5356, Steel Alloys
6061, 6063 Cadmiurn

Lead Chromiurn
TIn Tin

Tin Stainless
Stainless Steel
Steel Stainless

Steel Gold
Tin-lead
Solder Nickel and Silver

Al10yS

Tin-lead
Solder
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The closure plate should be a rigid material such as aluminum alloy
or stainlesssteel and of adequate thickness and flatness to assure
uniform compression of the gasket on the flange. To prevent galvanic
corrosion,metals dissimilar to the item flange shall not come in
contactwith the flange. Refer to Table VI1. If attachmenthardware
such as bolts and nuts is of a metal dissimilar to that of the flange,
bushings and washers of nylon or similar material should be used to
prevent galvanic corrosion. The bolts and bushings should fit loosely
in the holes to preclude galling or shedding.

Purging the interior of the iternwith fi1tered dry nitrogen or
other Inert gas may be accomplishedprior to sealing by directing the
gas into another opening in the part and allowing the gas to escape
around the gasket, or by allowing space between the plate/gasket and

flange and directing the gas into the interiorat this point. Purging
should be performed in a manner to completely replace the inside at-
mosphere with the gas.

COVER COVER

PE

Disc DISC

APE

Figure 7. Typical closures utilizing discs and covers
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Insnediatelyfollowing purging, the closure should be made with the
film gasket over the f1ange face and the closure plate over the gasket.
With holes aligned, attachment hardware is installed and torqued to
reconsnendedvalues for the size and type used. Tape is then placed
over the circumferenceof the plate, gasket, and flange. A typical
closure with plate and gasket is shown in Figure 8.

,A~~ Q
0,0 0

CLOSURE PLATE
o

—HARDWARE

c

L GASKET OF CLEAN MINIMUM
SHEDDING MATERIAL

Figure 8. Typical closure with plate and gasket

I
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7.3.2.3 Threaded cap or plug closure. Plastic caps or plugs should
never be used on LOX systems. Threaded connectionswith openings leading
to clean interior surfacesmay be sealed with a threaded PIug for female
thread connections or a threaded cap for male thread connections. These
closures should be made of a high density acetal copolymer and should
be of a suitable size, design and material that will not cause contami-
nation due to abrading, peeling, or excess material caused by poor
manufactureng techniques. O-rings or gaskets may be used in conjunction
with the caps and plugs for effective sealing. This type of closure
has 1imited applicationdue to the inherent characteristicof particle
generation by the connectingand disconnectingof the threaded closures.
Use of threaded male plugs is discouraged because of thread sloughing
which is not as easi1y discerned as with threaded caps used on external
threads. Careful selection of the closure material and thread profile
will aid in minimizing particle generation and preventing galvanic
corrosion. When the prescribed closures are not available, two 1ayers
of plastic film of the required class shall be applied over the item’s
opening. The film shal1 be secured by any means that wi11 not contaminate
the item or cause physical damage. Pressure sensitive tape, nylon cord,
lockwire,or heat shrinkable plastic sleevingmay be used to secure the
film.

A clean cap or plug should be carefullymated to the connection by
appl;finga mlni!!xm!of torque to seat and sea! the c?osurc. ExCe5Si Ve

torque increases the probabi1ity of particle generation in the threads
due to gal1ing and shredding of the thread surfaces.

Prior to sealing the closure, the interior of the item may be purged
in a manner simi1ar to that described in the previous paragraphs.
Typical closures with threaded cap and plug are shown in Figure 9.

7.3.2.4 Rigid packaging. Enclosure of a part or component in a
rigid container is frequently used when a device is mated to the package
in a manner which enhances its operation in a completed system. The
container is usually a specially designed package.

Glass, ceramic, metal, and plastic are materials which are applicable
to rigid packaging. The type of the part to be packaged, its configura-
tion, and its materials of constructionwi11 determine to a great extent
the type of package material that can be used (Ref. 4). The advantages
of rigid packaging are:

(a) Reusable containers.

(b) Easily cleanable.
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(c) Sloughing of particles is not as great as for flexiblefilms.

(d) Greater physical protectionof parts.

(e) Double protectionfrom external contamination can be provided

by using an outer polyethylenebag.

Aluminum and stainless steel are materials which have been used
successfullyto package 1iquid oxygen impact test cups and pins.

7
CLOSURES OF
CLEAN MINIMUM
SHEDOING
MATERIAL

@

CLOSURE OF CLEANd
MINIMUM SHEDDING
MATERIAL

~ CLEAN
INTERNAL
SURFACE

Figure g. Typical closures with threaded caP and PIU1
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7.4 Environmental package. The selectionof the type of material
for the environmentalpackage depends on the type and degree of pro-
tection needed for its contents. Polyethylenefilm is often used for
this package. However, when a LOX-compatiblesituation exists, the
fluorohalocarbonfilm used for the intimate package is still preferred
for the environmentalpackage. Containersformed of rigid materials
may be applicable for this type package and will provide additional
physical protectionwhen required.

The techniques involved in applying and sealing the environmental
package are essentiallythe same as for the intimate package (6.3).
Film wraps and closures should be formed over the intimate package and
sealed in a similar manner but not interfering with or damaging the
intimate package. Additional intimate cushioning material may be
required around the intimate package in rigid containers. Sealing
may be accomplished using adhesive-backedtape over the juncture of
the container parts.

Some variations in the applicationof the environmentalpackage
are described in the following paragraphs. The requirements of the
individualpackaging situationwill detetmine the particular methods.

7.4.1 Desiccant and humidity indicators. Desiccants maintain
relative humidity at the desired level. This level must be low enough
to prevent condensationof moisture at the minimum temperatureanti-
cipated. The total humidity inside any package comes not only from
outside, but also includes any moisture in the air when the item was
packaged plus that in the component or part. The amount of desiccant
is established by consideringthe volume of air in the container, the
degree of humidity permissible,and the time involved. Neither vapor-
proof packaging nor desiccant is enough by itself to prevent damage
to parts by moisture. Both are needed to keep moisture out and to
maintain the humidity within the package at a safe low value.

Desiccant and humidity indicatorsmay be enclosed in the environ-
mental package. The desiccant should be of the nondusting type in
cleanable bags, and should conform to MIL-D-3464. Desiccant bags
should be wiped clean with a solvent-dampenedcloth before use or
sealed in a nylon bag. An example of an environmentalpackage with
desiccant enclosed is shown in Figure 10.

Humidity indicatorsshould conform to MS 20003. These are three-
spot cards with impregnatedareas of cobaltous chloride. The indicator
should be firmly secured directly behind inspectionwindows or inrnediately
within the closing edge, face or cover of the barrier, whichever is
applicable. The indicatorshould be located as far as practicablefrom
the nearest unit of desiccant. When specified,externally mounted
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indicatingelanents or”devices should be installed in the barrier in

place of, or in addition to, the humidity indicatorsmentioned above.

Externallymounted color change humidity indicatingdevices shall
conform tO MIL-I-26860.

ITEM

EN
PA

INTIM’ATE ~~$$
PACKAGE

CUSHIONING

IDENTIFICATION

Figure 10. Environmentalpackage with desiccant

;1
7.4.1.1 Quantity of desiccant. The minimum quantity of desiccant

for use per package shall be determined in accordancewith Formula I or

I

Formula 11 of MIL-P-116 given below. Note: When the de~iccant is
applied in the clean room in the environmentalpackage, It ~st be
contained in a clean packaging material such as nYIOn or.polyethylene.
Since this material will usually be less porous thqn de~lccant bagsI
used outside of the clean room, the time for equilibrationmaY be

I longer.
I

i
Formula I - to find the number of units of desiccant for use

within barriers other than sealed rigid metal barrier:
u = C A PIUS XD.

o
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Formula II - to find the number of units of desiccant for use
within sealed rigid metal barriers: U = KV plus XD.

In the above formulas:

u=

c=

c=

A=

K=

K=

v=

x=

x=

x=

x=

D=

Number of units of desiccants to be used.

0.011 when area of barrier is given in square inches.

1.6 when area of barrier is given in square feet.

Area of barrier in square inches or square feet.

0.0007 when volume is given in cubic inches.

1.2 when volume is given in cubic feet.

Volume within barrier in cubic inches or cubic feet.

8 for hair felt, cellulosicmaterial (includingwood) and
other material not categorized belOW.

6 for bound fibers (animal hair, synthetic fiber or vegetable
b~u~~ ~itb r~bb~s-).

2 for glass fiber.

0.5 for synthetic foams and rubber.

Pounds of dunnage (other than metal) within barrier.

Note: For al1 practical purposes, the XO portion of the
formula can be omitted when firidingthe amount of
desiccant to be applied in the environmentalpackage
since hair felt, cellulosicmaterial and fibers will
not be contained in either the intimate package or
the environmentalpackage. When desiccants are added
in the intermediatepackage or in a pack, the XO
portion of the formula would be used.

Formula II may be used to determine the units of desiccant required
for sealed rigid containers other than al1 metal when the sealed barrier
provides a WVTR not exceeding 0.001 grams per 24 hours Per 100 square
irichesas established by Gov~rnment ~pecification
accordance with Method 252 of Federal Test Method
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7.4.2 Identificationtags and labels. Identificationtags and
labels may be PIaced between the intimate package and the environmental
package. In some situations,the 1abel may be attached in the external
portion of the package when a plastic film wrap or bag is used. Stamping
and marking ink shall be of a permanent or etching type which is non-
sloughing and non-smearingwhen dry. Tags should be stamped or marked
prior to entry to the clean room. After sealing the package, the 1abel
is placed within the excess portion of the film which is sealed to
retain the label. Special informationsuch as requirementsfor Purging,
pressurization,desiccation,evacuation, or lon9 term stora9e ProvisionI
should also be identifiedon the package or closure. An example of a
package with the label inserted is shown in Figure 10.

7,4.3 Purging. Purging of the environmentalpackage may be
accomplishedas described in 7.3.1.1.

7.4.4 Removal of air or gas. Removal of air or gas either by
vacuum evacuation or hand expulsfon may be accomplished as described in

) 7.3.1.2.
/

b 7,5 Sealinq. Techniques for effectively sealing packaging materials
to assure the integrity of the enclosed clean item depend on the type
of material and the closure or wrap. Sealing methods described in the
following paragraphs are some which have general application for the,.
cormnontypes of wraps or closures. Each particular packaging situation

[’

requires individualconsiderationto select or develop the most effective
method of sealing.

I

I
I

Koonce (Ref. 5) evaluated seals by determining the tensile strength
of loops of 5-roilfilms made from strips 1/2 inch wide. He determined
the load that caused the joint to fail. Seal strength is especially
importantwhen the parts being packaged are heavy. Table VIII shows the
impulse (heating) time, the dwell (cooling) time, and the load corresponding
to maximum joint tensi1e strengths recorded.

7.5.1 Operator technique. Operator technique is critical for the
effectivenessof seals. The proper warimsptime, the allowance of the
proper interval between successive sealings to insure ample heat buildup,
and the quick detennination of the best setting on the sealer being
used are also important. Some advertising 1iterature on sealers
contradicts user experience in claiming that no practice and no warmup
time is required.

7.5.2 Heat sealinq. Heat sealing is the simplest and most conmsonly
I used method for joining plastic films of the same type or different types.

I
It eliminates the need for adhesives and other forms of mechanical
fasteners.
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The effestivenessof heat-sealedseams is described in Procedure
Method B, Method 1013 of L-P-406. A strong seal is especially important
when large or heavy iternsare being packaged (Ref. 4).

The major techniques of heat sealingwhich are currently in use are
thermal, ultrasonic,and dielectric. There is a preferredmethod for
each type of film; however,many of the films can be sealed by more
than one method. An effective hermetic seal can be achieved on most of
the plastic films by at least one of these methods. Table IX lists
the plastic films used for precision packagingwith the methods that
may be used for sealing.

Table VIII.

Maximum joint tensi1e strength reported
for l/2-inch wide strips of 5-mi1 films

* ** ***

Owel1
Film

Load,
(Heat~~~”!%e, See) (Cooling Time, See) lb

Polyethylene 0.9 2.5 9.?

Nylon C 1.8 1.0 9.2

Aclar 33C 1.8 2.5 17.0

Mylar 1.8 1.0 5.0

Film-O-Rap 7750 1.8 1.0 19.5

Capran 1.8 2.0 21,0

* Impulse (heating) time was varied from 0.6 to 1.8 sec.

** Owen (cooling) time was varied from 4.0 to 0.0 sec.

*** In each case the material failed in the heat-affectedzone
immediatelyadjacent to the sealed joint.
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Table IX.

Plastic film heat sealing methods

Film Type Dielectric Thermal U1trasonic

Polyethylene o x x

Polyamide (nylon) x x x

*Polyester x o x

Fluorohalocarbon x x x

Polycarbonate o x x

Polypropylene o x x

Polyurethan x x o

Polyvinyl Chloride x x o

X - Sealable

O - Not Sealable

* Sealable if benzyl alcohol is also applied

7.5.2.1 Thermal sealinq. Thermal sealing is the direct application
of heat to the films for a sufficient period of time for the films to
melt and fuse together. The preferred sealing method for clean packaging
is thermal impulse sealing wherein the sealing units feature metal ribbon
sealing members heated instantly by am impulse of current. The metal
ribbon, usually of nichrome, is mounted on one or both of the rubber-
blanketed jaws of the itnpulse machine. The difference between impulse
sealers and continuously heated ones is the very short time the former
remain hot. As with jaw-type bar sealers, a release agent (Teflon-
coated fiberglass) should be suspended between the sealing member and
the film to be sealed. After the film is placed between the jaws of
the unit, the jaws are closed and an impulse of current heats the
nichrome band which seals the film. Duration and amount of current is
automatically controlled to yield the required heat over the correct
time span. This heating cycle is then followed by a cooling period

I
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with the material held in place by pressure on the die, which assures an
effective seal without distortion or separation.

Other methods of thermal sealing are the bar sealer and the rotary
band sealer. These units feature sealing members which remain hot as
long as the units are running. Each unit has two members, usually of
heat resistant steel. One or both members may be heated, depending on
the unit and the heat required to make a seal. In either case, both
members press against the film.

In the bar sealer, the film is placed between the sealing bars
which close to seal the film. Temperature-sensingdevices are mounted
close to the sealing surface of the dies to control the temperature,as
effective control of the temperaturesdetermines the strength and quality
of the seal. The lower bar of the sealer is covered by a resilient
blanket (siliconerubber) which assures good bar-film contact and even
pressure throughout the seal 1ength. To prevent hot film from sticking
to the upper bar, not covered by a blanket, Teflon-coatedfiberglass
should be suspended between the bar and the film to be sealed. The
fiberglass, which hangs free of the bar when the bars open, cools
quickly, thus serving as a release agent. A press is employed to apply
pressure to the dies for the time required for the films to melt and
fuse, and then the bars are separated and the sealed film al1owed to
cool.

Continuous seams can be made by using a rotary band sealer. The
film is fed between two constantlymoving rotary bands, both heated by
jaws. At the heated jaws the bands press against the film to form a
continuous seal. The sealed part is transportedby the bands through
cooling jaws where the hot film cools so that it can be released from
the bands. Uncoated or Tef1on-coatedmetal bands may be used, the
latter having nonstick properties. Films which can be effectively
sealed by this method are general1y those which can be removed hot frc+n
the die without distortion or separationof the seal, Nylon and Aclar
are diffiCU1t to seal by the constant heat, hot-bar method.

In both methods the flatness of the die faces which contact the
material is important to ensure uniforsnityof pressure applied in all
areas for a homogeneousseal. Materials of constructionfor dies should
be similar throughout to avoid bimetallic distortiondue to differences
in the thermal coefficientof expansion of dissimilarmaterials. Ef-
fective use of insulatingmaterials and barriers is required for good
temperaturecontrol.

7.5.2.2 Ultrasonic sealing. Joining plastics by ultrasonics
employs high frequencymechanical vibration to produce molecular motion
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the interface. The localized heating results in a naturalor jostling at
molecular bond without deforming, distorting, or ch~nging the properties
of the material. The material to be joined is ‘placedbetween a solid
anvil and an ultrasonic tool, which provides the mechanical vibrations.
The quality of the bond formed depends on the pressure of the tool on
the work.surfaces, ‘thelength of time the vibrationsare impressed,and
the amplitude of the tool vibration. Either the tool or the film may
be moved to make a seal of a required length. The thickness of the
material and the type of plastic must be considered in designing the
sealing procedure. ConsnonU1trasonic sealers are rated from 100 to 500
watts. Machine producers should be contacted for operating guides.

Ultrasonic sealing can be used for plastic films, but it is generally
considered too expensive and too S1ow a process for this purpose. It
is used extensively for bonding rigid plastics.

7.5.2.3 ~. Dielectric sealing utilizes radio
frequency (RF) to produce the heat and fusion process. By directing
high-frequency waves at the films to be sealed, the films molecules
are excited t~ such a degree that they buiId up heat which melts the
film. The films being joined act as the dielectric between the plates
of a capacitor which are the the die face and the press platen. The
plates are connected to a RF generator which inducesmolecular vibrations
within the plastic and the i=estiltingfrict!cn produces heat unifcmnly
throughout the film seal area. Since the plates or dies are cool, heat
loss to the plate cools the film surfaces so that only the interfaces
melt and fuse together forming a bond. To prevent excess pressure on the
film, the descent of the die onto the plate is control1ed by setting
press stops to 1cave an air gap between the two.

The frequency al1ocated by the Federal CommunicationsCcmumission
(FCC) for unlimited operation of this equipment is 27.12 MHz. This
frequency provides effective sealing of most materials sealed by this
method. Operation at other frequenciesrequires that the radiation be
maintained below the level of interferencespecified by the FCC.

The major advantages of the dielectric method of sealing are the
speed, ease, and simplicity of producing effective seals with good
reproducibi1ity and reliabi1ity. After sealing, the material can be
cooled under pressure to achieve maximum seal strength and quality.

Dielectric sealing is normally used only in the manufacturingprocess
for high volume plastic products,due to the high investmentrequired
for the device and the shielded faci1ities. It is not general1y used
for clean packaging applications.
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7.5.3 Tapes, ribbons, and ties. Some types of closures may be
adequatelysealed by applying pressure-sensitivetape, ribbon, or other
ties over a flexible fiIm and drawing it tight around an outside portion
of the item and securing it in place. In some instances,pressure-
sensitive tape may be used partially on the packagingmaterial and
partially on the item to secure a seal. In other applications, the tape
may be used to seal the opening in the packagingmaterial. The use of
tape should be in a manner that wi11 not contribute to the contamination
of the clean item or surface.

7.5.4 Compression seals. Gaskets, o-rings, and simi1ar type
materials may be used to form a seal over or around a closure on an item
or between two parts of a rigid container. Materials used for this
type of seal should be cleaned to the same level as the iternand of a
type that wi11 not contributecontamination. A means for compressing
the seal is required (usuallypressure in a rigid container), and the
rnating “surfacesmust be relativelyuniform to assure uniform pressure
over the seal area.

7.6 Integrity seals. After precision packaging has been accomplished,
it is important that any violation of the integrity of the package be
detected. The package must be made as tamper-proofas practical since
the package and the iten are an inseparablee unit, and damage to the
package is presumed tc be eqtiivalentto damage to the part (Ref. 3).

There are several means that may be used to indicate violation of
the precision package. Some of the most cannon are:

(a) Sealant matter or torque-paintapplied to a closure in such
a manner that breaking of the closure will be indicated.

(b) Safety wire and lead seal applied to a capped, plugged, or
bolted closure or for 1id type containers.

(c) Torque-psint applied to threads of bolts or nuts or bolted
0? screw type c1OSureS.

(d) Frangible (egg shell)decalccmania or seal.

(e) Labels, stickers, or stamps across a seal.

(f) A strippable coating applied over the precision package.

(9) Pressure indicatorsfor pressurizedpackages.

The requirementsfor using integrity seals and the method of
application should be specified for each particular type of package
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seal. Sane form of marking is usually included on the seal such as date
and place used or other identification.

The purpose of the tamper-proofseal is to provide an inspection
technique that wi11 prevent the storage or use of contaminatedartic1es
and at the same time permit action to be initiated to reject or reelean
the article. The use of such a device serves the secondary function
of attracting attention to the sensitivityof the package, resulting in
more careful treatment and handling.

Tamper-proof seals are to be applied in the area in which final
cleaning inspection,assembly, testing, and sealing are performed.

7.7 Certification labels. A certificationlabel should be attached
to or included in each package or closure of a precision cleaned item.
The label should be readily visible and should not come in contact with
the contaminationsensitive surface of the packaged itern. For multiple
closures on a single part or for multiple packages in an inseparable
lot, a single certificationtag may be used as 1ong as the number of
closures or packages is indicated on the 1abel.

The certification tag should have the following informationentered
ffithe appropr~ate spaces in a 1egitsleand permanent manner.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

7.8

1.

2.

Month, day, and year that the clean iternwas packaged.

Cleaning specificationor procedure number.

Level of cleanliness achieved with reference to the above
requirement.

Shelf 1ife or intended useful age of the package or packaged
item, if applicable.

Inspection stamp.

Complete part identification.

References.

“Clean Packaging Materials and Methods,” Dan C. Anderson,
ContaminationControl, Oecember 19b9

Corrosion Prevention/DeteriorationControl in Electric Components
Assemblies, EngineeringReport CR-6-347-958-001to U. S. Army

~ssile Contnand,AMC 1400-A019, 1971.
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Washington, O. C., August 1966.

4. “PackagingAerospace Hardware Methods and Problems Of,” J. M.
Pilcher, Proceedingsof NASA Clcaning Conference, January 1966.

5. “Plastic Film Packaging Materials,” J. S. Koonce, NASA Test
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SECTION 8

PACKAGING PROCEDURES

i

1, !

8.1 General procedures.

Al1 packaging materials used to package cleaned
s.ur~&lsh_~ more of the following. Packaging materials
shall be cleaned to a level sufficient to maintain the cleanliness of
the precision cleaned item.

8.1.2 Materials.

F1uorohalocarbonfilm, 2-mi1, MSFC-SPEC-456
tested in accordance with
MSFC-SPEC-106A.

Nylon 6 film, 2-roil. MSC-C-12A

Polyethylene,6-mi1 tinted L-P-378, Type 11
antistatic film.

Tape. PPP-T-60, Type 1,
Class 1 or PPP-T-66

Nitrogen gas. B8-N-411 or MIL-P-27401

8.1.3 Packaging procedure for service media. The following materials
for packaging shal1 apply with regards to the service media.

(a)

(b)

Al1 component parts, subassemblyies, and assemblies
uti1ized in oxygen systems shal1 require material
meeting MSFC-SPEC-456for LOX cmnpatibi1ity as the
intimate cushioning,wrap or package and opening
coverings. LOX compatible bags must be sealed on al1
sides, never centerfolded. This is due to the
S1oughing character sties of most fluorohalocarbon
films,

Al1 other system parts wi11 require nylon 6 as
intimate cushioning,wrap or package and for
covering openings.
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8.1.4 Type I closures - external1y clcaned iterns. Type I closures
! shall be applled to externallycleaned items such as valves, seals,

springs, filter elements, washers, pins, nuts, bolts, and fittings.

(a) Sealing of openings. When the externallY clcaned item has
fittings or other openings leading to c1caned inner surfaces,
the item shal1 be purged and al1 fittings and other openings
shal1 be capped, plugged, or otherwise sealed in accordance
with Type II closures.

I (b)

(c)

Intimatecushioningwill be accomplishedas follows:

(1) Heavy items or items having threads, sharp points,
or edges which could puncture or otherwise damage
the barrier bags, shall be overwrappedwith a suffi-
cient ammunt of 2-mi1 nylon 6 to form a cushion.

(2) Secure the cushioning film with tape whose adhesvie
shal1 not come in contact with the precision cleaned
item.

Intimate packaging wi11 be accomplishedas follows:

I (2)

(3)

(4)

I
(5)

(6)

Place the part with its cushioning, if applied,
into a bag.

The interior of the bag and cushioned item shal1 be
purged with nitrogen gas (GNz) insnediatelyprior to
evacuation and heat sealing.

Gently compress bag around the item to force out
excess nitrogen gas.

Heat seal bag.

Note: Oue to applicablevendor requirements,it may
be necessary to pul1 a vacuum on the intimate
bag. Process as fol1ows:

Insert vacuum pump tube needle, at a corner location
of the bag, pul1 vacuum unti1 bag CO1lapses firmly
about the enclosed part, remove needle and imnediately
heat seal corner of bag.

Apply tamperproof seal, at heat sealed end of bag, if
required.
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Note: CeN.ification tags or decals containing identifi-
cation, inspection, and cleanliness information
may be used as tamperproof seals if aPPlied in
such a manner as to detect opening or’tampering
with the intimate package.

(d) Environmentalbagging, if required, wi11 be accomplished
as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Select, or fabricate, proper size bag.

P1ace intimate package in envrionmentalbag.

Gently but effectively compress bag with hands to
force out excess air.

P1ace certification card into bag.

Heat seal bag.

Note: Due to applicable vendor requirements it may
be necessary to PU11 vacuum on the environmental
bag. Process as follows:

(6) Insert vacuum pump tube needle at a corner of environ-
mental bag, pull vacuum unti1 bag collapses firmly
about enclosed bagged part, remove needle and
immediatelyheat seal corner of bag.

8.1.5 Type 11 closures-internallycleaned items. Type II closures
shal1 be applied to those items which cannot normally be heat sealed in a
transparent film bag because of size, weight, or configurationand have
precision cleaned interior surfaces only. Type II closures are to be
used on such items as valves, regulators, transducers,and instruments.
Al1 fittings or other openings leading to precision clcaned inner surfaces
shal1 be capped, plugged, or otherwise sealed. Intimate cushion wraps,
packages and closures must conform to 7.1.3(a),

(a) Capped or plugged closures wi11 be accomplished as follows:

(1) Select threaded caps for male thread connections
and threaded plugs for female thread connections.

(2) CarefulIy mate the cap or plug to the connection
by applying a minimum of torque to seat and seal
the closure.
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(3) The item may be purged with dry nitrogen prior to
sealing the final closure.

(b) Film shut closures will be applied to openingswhich cannot
be sealed with caps or plugs and wil1 be accomplishedas
follows:

(1) Apply a double layer of nylon 6 over inlet and
outlet ports, fitting ends, and other openings.

(2) Secure each layer of film in place with a minimum
of two tight wraps of tape. The tape will not
contact the body of the itern.

(c) Environmentalpackaging wi11 be accomplishedas f011ows:

(1) Completelywrap or bag each item with sealed openings
with antistatic polyethylenefiIm.

(2) Secure with tape or heat seal where practicable.

NQ@: Sealing of items that may be exposed to
temperaturevariations during transport
and storage shal1 be adequate to prevent
the internal volumes of the iternfrom
breathing.

Note: The size of the part being packaged by
Type 11 wi11 be the deciding factor with
regards to the environmentalbagging.
When feasible, parts that measure fwr
inches or less in any direction shall be
placed in an environmentalpackage. Process
as follows:

(3) Select, or fabricate, proper size bag.

(4) P1ace intimate packaged part into environmentalbag.

(5) Gently, but effectively,cc+npressb~g with hands to
force out excess air.

(6) Place certificationcard into bag or attach to outside.
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(7) Heat seal bag. DO not pul1 vacuum.

8.1.6 Type III closures - hose and tube assemblies. Type III closures
shall be applied to pipes, ducts, expansion joints, and hose and tube
assemblies where external surfaces do not require critical or visual
cleanliness. The iternsshal1 be purged internallyand sealed to preserve
their cleanliness. Each fitting shal1 be sealed with the appropriate
plastic closure. Intimate cushion wraps, packages and closures on oxygen
system components must conform to 7.1.3(a).

(a) Film

(1)

(2)

(3)

closures of openings wi11 be accomplishedas follows:

Purge

Note:

Apply

the item with nitrogen gas.

Prior to application of film closures on
openings of tube assemblies and other iterns
that contain “B” nuts and sleeves,move “8”
nuts and sleeves approximatelytwo inches
and secure with tape.

a double layer of nylon film over opening of

Secure each layer of film with tape.

item.

(b) Application of environmentalwrap wi11 be accomplishedas follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Apply a film of antistatic polyethylene film over
the item and closures.

Secure film with tape.

Note: The size of the part being packaged by
Type III closures will be the deciding
factor with regards to the environmental
package. When feasible, parts shal1 be
placed in an environmentalbag. Process
as follows:

Select, or fabricate, proper size bag.

Place part with film closure into environmentalbag.

Gently, but effectively, compress bag with hands
to force out excess air.

Place certificationcard into bag.

Heat seal bag.
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Note: Parts with large flange areas (four inches

and greater)may require special handling
and processing. When this is the case a
special packaging and handling process will
be issued with regards to the part involved.

B.2 Various systems and related components packaging procedures.
The various systems and the related components presented in the
following paragraphs shall be precision packaged as specified herein to
prevent contaminationafter cleaning, during receiving, inspecting,
testing, assembling, handling,maintaining, shipping and storing
operations.

8.2.1 Requirements. Al1 packaging materials used to package the
cleaned surfaces shall be one or more of the following and packaging
shall be accomplishedper the cleaning specification,(Ref. 8).

8.2.2 Materials.

Nitrogen (Type 1, Class 1, Grade 8) 88-N-411
(Prefi1tered to a 100-micron 1evel
(absolute)with an oil content not
greater than five parts per mi11ion
by weight, and a water content not
greater than 24 parts per mi11ion
by volume.)

Nitrogen (Type I). (Prefi1tered to MIL-P-27401
a 100-micron level (absolute)with
an oil content not greater than five
parts per million by weight, and a
water content not greater than
24 parts per million by volume.)

Filtered air. (prefi1tered to a 100-
micron level (absolute)with an oi1
content not greater than five parts
per million by weight, and a water
content not greater than 24 parts per
million by volume.)

Tef1on film. MSFC-SPEC-236

F1uorohalocarbon film 2-mi1, MSFC-SPEC-456
tested in accordancewith MSFC-SPEC-
106A.

Nylon 6, 2-roil,5-roil MSC-C-12A
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Polyethylene,6-mi1 tinted
antistatic film.

Tape, pressure sensitive.

Tags, shipping and stock.

Hydraulic Fluid, Petroleum Base:
Aircraft, Missi1e, and Ordnance.

8.2.3 Pneumatic systems.

(a) Covering of openings will be acccxnplishedas follows:

(1) Place a sheet of 2-roilfluorohalocarbonfilm
over al1 threaded and unthreaded openings.

(2) Secure with pressure sensitive tape that shall
not come in contact with the item.

(3) Place a layer of polyethyleneover the covered
openings.

(4) Secure with pressure sensitive tape in a manner
that wi11 prevent it frcm contacting the item.

Note: Large openings may require additional
1ayers of polyethylene to prevent rupture
of the intimate cover.

(b) Environmentalpackaging wi11 be accomplishedas fol10WS:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

MIL-HOBK-41O

LP-378
Type II

PPP-T-66.
Type 1, Class 1

UU-T-B1

MIL-H-5606

Select, or fabricate, a bag of Polyethylene.

Place the itam into bag.

Purge the bag with nitrogen.

Gently press the bag around the item to force out any
excess gas.

Secure the bag with tape, or heat seal when
practicablee. The tape shll be applied so that it will
not be in direct contact with the itam.
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I Note: The component size wi11 determine whether
the bag is taped or heat sealed closed.

8.2.4 Fuel systems.

(a) Closure of all threaded and unthreadedopenings and other
surfaces requiring covers wi11 be accomplished as for
pneumatic systems and components (7.2.3(a)).

(b) Environmentalpackaging of al1 componentswi11 be accomplished
as for pneumatic components (7.2.3(b)).

8.2.5 Liquid oxygen systerns.

(a)

Note: Testing or purging of 1iquid oxygen systems and
related components shal1 be accomplished by the
use of either nitrogen, Type I, Grade 1, Class B
or filtered air. -

Closure of al1 threaded and unthreadedopenings and other
surfaces requiring covers wi11 be accc+nplished as for
pneumatic systems and coinponents(7.2.3(a)).

(b) Efivi‘fonmentalpackagiiiyof al1 componentsWI11 be ~ccumpiished
as for pneumatic components (7.2.3(b))with the exception
that fluorohalocarbon film should be used for intimate
cushion wrap, packages and closures.

Note: Bags used for the packaging of LOX components
shal1 be heat sealed on al1 sides, never center-
folded.

B.2.6 Hydraulic systems.

8.2.6.1 Packaging of components except fi1ter elements.

(a) Closure of al1 ports of componentswi11 be accomplishedas
pneumatic components (7.2.3(a)).

(b) ~~ftal packaging of componentswi11 be accomplished

for

as

,
/

(1) Select, or fabricate a visually clean antistatic
polyethylenebag.

(2) Place item in bag.

o
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(3) Pu&s ~he bag with nitrogen, Type I, ClaSS 1,

(4) Heat seal both ends of bag.

8.2.6.2 Packaging of filter elements.

(a) Intimate packaging wil1 be accomplished as follcws:

(1) Wrap element with 2-roilfluorohalocarbonfilm.

(2) Secure wrap with pressure-sensitivetape.
Apply the tape in a manner that it wi11 prevent
it from contacting the surface of the component
that normally contacts”the service medium.

(b) Environmentalpackaging wi11 be accomplished as
Systerns.

8.2.7 Gas bearing and slosh measuring systems.

for pneumatic

Note: Gas SUPP1ies used for the gas bearing and
slosh measuring system shal1 be as specified

k.,Mccr pD91-.?95.ar!ddetmimned u, .,-,”-,.~

(a) Covering of fittings, openings, and other critical surfaces
and other openings wil1 be accomplished as fol1ows:

(1)

(2)

Place a double layer of antistatic polyethylene
over critical surfaces.

Secure the film with pressure sensitive tape,
making sure that the tape does not directly
contact the surface of the itam.

(b) Environmentalpackaging wi11 be acccmsplished as for pneumatic
systems (7.2.3(b)).

8.2.8 Electroniccomponents.

(a) Closures of unmated electrical connectorswi11 be accomplished
as follows:

(1) Cover al1 unmated connectors with protective caps
and plugs compatible to the requirementsof the
system.
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Note: Antistatic polyethylenefilm secured
with pressure sensitive tape may be
used as an alternate protectionmethod.

(b) Environmentalpackaging wil1 be accomplished as fol10WS:

(1) S&ect, or fabricate, a visually clean polyethylene
.

(2) P1ace component in bag.

(3) Heat seal the end of the bag.

Note: The environmentalpackagingmay be
accomplished in a controlled area.

8.3 Packaging procedures for field force protection.

8.3.1 Electrostaticprotection. Electrostaticc protection shal1 be
provided by a bag or wrap fabricated from an identifiablyCO1ored
homogeneousantistatic plastic film having sufficient conductivityon all
surfaces to pennit control1ed bleed-off of static charges to ground
..,:*I. ● +L,.,...,l,,,,+<+< : . -n>-k.w,.,,au. .,,Cp!“u” G.lc?l 0, u ayui

C,,. hi.-.ninn rn.+am+a~s used ~j~h ~~~c.““., ,, ”,, ,,~ ,,,,. ”-, ,

trostatic sensitive devices shall also be homogeneouslyantistatic and
noncorrosive, (Ref. 1,6 ).

8.3.2 Electromagneticprotection. Electromagneticprotection shal1
be provided by an intimate package OF antistaticplastic and environmental
package with aluminum foi1 or a bag fabricatedfrom a 1aminate containing
aluminum foil such as those conforming to MIL-B-131. Foil laminate bags
shall be constructedby center folding a single sheet of material of
proper size to eliminate possible capacitor effects. Figure 11 shows
the constructionof the environmentalpackage, (Ref. 6 ).

Caution: In no case shall the aluminum foil be allowed to
come into direct contact with the device.

8.3.3 Magnetic protection. Magnetic protectionof an itam may be
provided by first packaging the itam according to procedures for electro-
static protection (7.3.1). When required, additional protection against
simple magnetic fields (as opposed to RF or electromagneticradiation) may
be provided by enclosing the packaged iternin materials composed of
ferrous metal or ferritic compositions. These materials must be of
sufficient thickness to provide the degree of protection required by the
particular itern.
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8.3.4 Radioactivityprotection. Protectionagainstradiationfrom
radioactivesourcesmay be providedby first packagin the item according
to the proceduresfor electrostaticprotection(7.3.1~. When specified,
furtherprotectionmay be providedby completelyenclosingthe item in
materialsof lead or lead filledcompositions. Thesematerialsmust be
of sufficientthicknessto providethe degree of protectionrequiredby
the particularitem.

CENTER FOLD
\

Figure 11. Constructionof environmentalpackagefor electromagnetic
protection
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SECTION 9

PREPARATIONFOR SHIPMENT ANO STORAGE

9.1 Physical protection for intraplant transpiration. Precautions
shal1 be taken to insure that clean packages or closures are properly
identifiedand protected from damage during handling, and intraplant
transportation. Such precautionsmay include but not be 1imited to
the following devices:

(a)

(b;

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

9.2

Ourable overpack.

Shock resistantmountings.

Bright CO1ored, wel1 marked containers, labels, or wrapping
material for warning purposes.

Specially made or adapted containers, tote boxes, or
to provide protection and convenience of handling.

SPecialIY ~Ji~t or ~~~p~~d +~=m.ma-+.+i-- ~ht~h ;+~~]. .. I.+p”o .+. “,.
suitable protection to the subject item.

trays

cffcr

Written instructionsposted in an obvious position directing
special handling, storing, or transportationprocedures.

Environmentalprotectionmeasures.

9.2.1 Environmentalwrap. Precision packaged iternswhich have not
been environmentally wrapped in the clean room or controlled environment
shall be enclosed in a sealed barrier conforming to Class 1 or 2 of
MIL-B-1300r Type I of MIL-F-22191, as required by the applicable sub-
method of MIL-P-116. Unless otherwise specified,when flexible barrier
materials are used, the edge of the barrier which normally will be
opened at destination shal1 be of sufficient area to permit at least two
subsequent sealings.

9.2.2 Desiccants. Desiccants are dehydrating agents which absorb
moisture from the surroundingsby physical or chemical means, thus
providing humidity control within the package. The most consnonlyused
desiccants are the activated types: si1ica gel, activated charcoal and
activated alumina.

I
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Desiccants used in the intermediate package shal1 conform to
MIL-O-3464. Standard size bags of desiccant should be located in the
package so that al1 voids are exposed to the dehydrating action of the
desiccant. Securing of bags may be accomplished by tying, storing
in specially provided baskets, taping or other approved means.

The minimum quantity of desiccant for use per package shall be
determined in accordance with ForsnulaI or Formula II of MIL-P-116 as
applicable. (See Section 6.4.1.1).

9.2.3 Humidityindicators. There are three basic types of
humidityindicatorsused in packaging. These indicators are used to
provide an indication of the humidity within a package (Ref. 7).

9.2.3.1 Card-type, three-spot indicators (MIL-STO-20003). This
humidity indicator is a 2 x 4-inch paper card containing three circles
which change their CO1or from blue to pink when the humidity reaches
the indicated percentage shown in the circles (30, 40, and 50 percent).

9.2.3.2 Desiccant type indicators. These indicators change color
to indicate the relative humidity in a range from 20 percent to 60
percent.

9.2.3.3 Plug-type color change indicators (MIL-I-26860). These
indicators provide an exterlor indication of the humidity WIthin a
package and are avai1able in two types: Type I for mounting in a threaded
boss, and Type II for mounting with a self-contained locknut. Type I
indicators are suitable for installation in threaded plug openings of
engine cyliriderswhile Type II indicators are suitable for attachment
in barrier material or in metal containers. PIug-type indicators change
CO1or from blue to pink when the relative humidity inside the package
reaches 40 percent.

9.2.3.4 Electrical humidity indicators. Electrical humidity
indicaters are used In Method 11 packaging when more precise indication
is required for a relatively long period of time. This method uses a
sensing element which is sealed in the package. The necessary conductors
extend from within the package, through the vaporproof barrier, to a
connector (or terminal) on the outside of the exterior container. The
humidity level of the package interior can be read on a portable indicating
device, which is connected to the exterior connector (Ref. 7).

9.3 Oetermination of required protection. After a precision cleaned
item has been packaged and 1eaves the clean room environment, it must be
adequately protected during shipping and storing. Improper packaging and
packing can result in the nullification of all precision packaging and
cleaning techniques used in the clean room.

The amount of protection required for precision packaged items wi11
depend on several factors. These factms are described in the following
paragraphs.
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9.3.1 Size and type of clean packaged item. The shape, size,
weight, strength, availabilityof mounting provisions if applicable,
and disassembly requirementsof an iternmust be considered in pre-. . . .
paration for shipping and storage.

The character sties of size and weiaht are imoortant in selectina
sutxnethodsare defined in MIL-P-116 , afidtype and amount of cushioning
required. They directly influence the kind of container that wi11 be
used and the type, grade, and class of applicable container.

The exterior shape of an iternis a factor in determining the type
and amount of cushioning and support required to protect the precision
packaged item. A 1ight smooth item with no projections requires less
cushioning than a heavy iternhaving sharp edges or points that could damage
the package. Cushioning required to protect the item against vibration
and impact shock is determined in additional considerateon of the
fragility of the item and its size and weight.

A large packaged itan does not necessarily require more extensive
or stronger packing, or larger amounts of cushioning than a smaller item
because of its size alone. However, the container needed by the larger
iternmay require more extensive and stronger blocking to brid e the wider

7spans between the container devices or frame members. (Ref. 3 .

The weight of an item determines the design of block, bracing, and
cushioning because the impact force developed by the sudden stop of a moving
item is directly proportional to its weight.

9.3.2 Storaqe considerations. A precision packaged item must be pro-
tected throughout the time it is in storage, without the need for re-
packaging. Storage may be for indefinite periods of time in both
protected and unprotected storage areas. During the storage period, the
package must protect the item against physical damage and environmental
contamination. In sane cases, provisionsmust be incorporatedfor
inspecting and performing maintenance on the packaged item.

9.3.3 Means of transpiration. Four major types of transport are
used in the transportationof precision packaged materiel: truck, rai1,
air, and sea. The means of transportationbecomes a factor in the
packaging and packing of precision packaged iternsprimarily when the
package is being transported overseas by sea.

9.3.4 Destination. The environmentalconditions during transportation
and at the point of destination are a factor to be considered when packaging
or packing a precision packaged item. The packaging engineer should know
whether the destination of a precision packaged item is overseas or in the
continental United States (CONUS).
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Items which are transportedor stored in extreme climates require
special procedures because of the severity of the environment. Special
packagingdesigns should be incorporated,

9.4 Levels of protection for storage and shipment. The concept of
levels of protection was adopted to pennit the mi1itary services to state
their requirementsobjectively. The 1evel of protection to be used is
usually not determined by the packaging and packing activity, but by
the procuring agency. The levels of protectionspecified in the procurement
documents is dependent on known use and storage factors. When a combination
of conditions used for determination of levels of protectionfall within
more than one 1evel, the highest of these 1evels wi11 apply.

9.4.1 Level A protection.

The degree required for protectionagainst the most severe
conditions known or anticipated to be encounteredduring shipment,
handlingand storage. Preservation-packagingand packing designated
level A shal1 be designed for direct exposure to al1 extremes of
climatic, terrain, operational,and transportationenvironmentswith-
out protection other than that provided by the package and pack. The
conditions to be considered include, but are not 1imited to -

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Multiple rough handling during transportationand in-
transit.storage from manufacturer to U1timate user.

Shock, vibration and static loading during shipment,
including deck shiploading and offshore or over-the-
beach discharge, to ultimate user.

Environmentalexposure during transit where port and
warehouse faci1ities are 1imited to nonexistent.

Extended unimproved open storage in al1 climatic zones,
particularlywhile under static loads imposed by stacking.

Special package and pack features for field and combat
operations (handlingand utility).

Special features as required by combat development agencies,

9.4.2 Level B protection.

The degree required for protectionunder conditionsknown to
be 1ess severe than those requiring level A, but more severe than those
for tiich level C is adequate. Preservation-packaging and packing designated
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1evel B shal1 be designed to protect itens from physical and environ-
mental damage during shipment, handling and storage for conditions
other than those identified herein for 1evel A or 1evel C protection.
In general, the f011owing crite~ia wi11 determine the requirements
for level B design:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Multiple handling during transportationand in-
transit storage.

Shock, vibration and static loading of shipment world-
wide by truck, rai1, aircraft, or ocean transport.

Favorablewarehouse environment for extended periods.

Effects of environmentalexposure during shipment
and intransit transfers, excluding deck 1oading and
offshore cargo discharge.

Stacking and supportingsuperimposed loads during shipment
and extended storage.

Special features as required by mi1itary and technical
character sties and 1ogistical considerations.

9.4.3 Level C protection.

The degree required for protection under known favorable
conditions during shipment, handling and 1imited tenure of storage. Pre-
servation-packaging and packing designated level C shal1 be designed to
protect iternsagainst physical and environmentaldamage during known
favorable conditions of shipment, handling and storage. In general,
the fol1owing criteria wi11 determine the requirementsof level C:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

limited handling during transportationand intransit
storage.

Limited shock, vibration and static loadtng during the
transportationcycle.

Controlled warehouse environment for temporary periods.

Effects of environmentalexposure during shipment and
intransit delays.

Stacking and supportingsuperimposed loads during shipment
and tenporary storage.

Item character sties require no special or peculiar
preservation-packagingand/or packing provisions.
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9,5 Packaging procedures. MIL-P-116 establishes three methods
for the preservation of iternsfor protection against corrosion, physical
damage and other forms of deterioration during handling, shipment, and
storage. Method II should be used for the preservationof precision
packaged iterns.

Note: Methods I, IA, lB, and IC should not be used since
they apply to iternswhich have been preservative
coated, and preservativesshal1 not be applied to
precision clcaned iterns. Method III should not be
used since it provides physical and mechanical
protectiononly.

Precision packaged items shall be enclosed in a sealed environmental
wrap barrier as required for the selected submethod, together with
activated desiccants. Includedair volume within the barriers shal1
be kept to a practicableminimum.

Note: The environmentalwrap is often applied in the clean
room or control1ed environment. If so, it need not
be applied again.

9.5.1 Submethods. The submethods of Method II of MIL-P-116
shall be used to acccmiplish the intermediatepackag~ng of precision
cleaned material.

9.6 Selection of container materials. Containers selected for
intermediate(interiorcontainers)packaging and packing for shipping
should be durable and consistentwith the logistics flow and environ-
mental conditionswhich will be encountered. When possible, uniformity
in basic configuration,construction,and arrangement of auxiliary
features should be designed into containers. Although adequate pro-
tection of the item is the prime factor in selecting containers, the
following factors must also be considered (Ref. 4):

(a) Item characteristics.

(b) Type of

(c) Initial

(d) Ease of

load.

cost of container.

assembly and closure.

(e) Weight and cube.

(f) Availability of container.

(g) Air shipment.

●
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Table X presents specificationsfor interior container types and
materials. Table XI presents specifications for exterior container
types and materials.

9.7 Closure materials.

9.7.1 ~. Tapes are classified by the type of adhesive used.
The two most commonly used for the closure of containersare:

(a) Gunsnedtapes, which contain water or solvent activated
adhesive.

(b) Pressure-sensitivetapes, which use an adhesive that adheres
under pressure.

9.7.2 w. Metal strapping and reinforced tapes are used as
reinforcementfor packaging containers. Metal strapping is also used
as reinforcementfor blocking and bracing in exterior containers.
Table XII lists the specificationspertaining to strapping and strapping
equipment.

Two basic types of reinforced tapes are avai1able: reinforced
gunsnedpaper tape (FED. SPEC PPP-T-45, Types I and II; and filament
reinforced, pressure-sensitivetape (FED. SPEC PPP-T-97)).

9.7.3 Screws. Screws are often used on containers if inspection“of
the content~ntici pated. They are also ccxmnonly used on reusable
containers.

9.7.4 Hermetic seals. The use of hermetic seals is comnon for the
closure of rigid compressurizedcontainers.

9.7.5 Clamps, Various forms of clamps are used to close some forms
of exterior containers. These permit access to the contents for the
purpose of inspection.

9.7.6 ~. Although nai1s are more conunonly used for fastening
boxes and blocks and braces, they are sometimes used for the closure
of wooden exterior containers. The disadvantage of nails for closing
containers is the fact that access to the contents for inspection
purposes is difficult.

9.8 Protection against shock and vibration. Physical and mechanical
protection of an iternfrom shock and vibration may be accomplishedby
a combination of two processes - block and bracing, and cushioning. The
materials for blocking and bracing differ from cushioningmaterials in
that the former are intended to prevent movement while the function of
cushioning materials is to absorb the energy of shocks and vibrations.
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9.8.1 810cking and bracinq. The purpose of blocking and bracing
is to prevent any free movement of an iternwithin a container and to
distribute or transfer concentrated loads of the item to larqer areas or
other faces of the container.

Blocking and bracing should be used to
(Refs. 1, 6):

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

Imnobilize an item which does not
container so that the item cannot

Make irregular-shapediternsfit a

accomplish the fol1owing

completely fil1 a
shift within the container.

regular container.

Distribute the weight of irregular-shapeditems over al1
edges and faces of the container.

Protect projectionsfrom injury.

Prevent projectionsfrom damaging the barrier or container.

Provide room for desiccants.

Reinforce weak portions or mountings.

A wide variety of materials for blocking and bracing is available.
Corrugated fiberboard,molded wood PU1p, industrialfiberboard,and rigid
foam or cellular plastics are used for relatively 1tghtweight items or
for SIIPP1emental primary blocking of heavy iterns. Large and heavy iterns
require primary blocking materials of wood, plywood, and metal.

9.8.2 Cushioning,.Cushioning,though persnitting controlled movement
of an iternwithin a container, protects iternsfrom physical and mechanical
damage by means of compressfble and resi1ient materials.

9.8.2.1 Function of cushioningmaterials. The basic uses and functions
of cushioning material are as follows: (Ref. 3).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Minimize movement and vibration.

Protect fragi1e or delicate components.

Prevent rupture of barriers and containers.

Distribute forces.

Prevent abrasion.

Absorb shocks.
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Cushioningmaterials wi11 be selected according to several factors;
nature and physical 1imitations of the item; character sties of the
cushioning material; destinationof the package; and means of transportation.

The cushioning of an item is determined by the following considerations:

(a) Shock resistance.

(b) Size.

(c) Weight.

(d) Shape.

(e) Surface finish.

9.8.2.2 Characteristicsof cushioningmaterials. Characteristicsof
cushioningmaterials which should be considered are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

(h)

(i)

Compression set.

Resilience.

Rate of recovery.

Dusting.

Corrosive effects.

Resistance to fungus.

Abrasive characteristics.

Low temperature performance

Flammability.

range.

Table XIII presents the cushioningmaterials most consnonlyused in the
packaging of precision packaged iterns.

9.9 Shipment planning.

The degree of protection provided by a shipping container depends
upon its type, the materials used it?its fabrication, its construction
features, its final destination, the nature of the contents, and the
anticipated hazards during storage and transportation.
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Table X.

Interior container types and materials

Federal Specifications

PPP-B-S66
PPP-B-636
PPP-B-665
PPP-B-676
PPP-C-55

PPP-C-96

Military Specifications

MIL-C-3955
MIL-C-4470
MIL-C-26094

Boxes, Folding, Paperboard
Boxes, Fiberboard
Boxes, Paperboard, Metal Edged
Boxes, Set-up, Paperboard
Cans, Fiberboard and Paperboard
(with paper and metal ends)
Cans, Metal, 28 Gage and Lighter

Cans, Fiber, Spirally Wound
Cans, Metal, Reusable, Rectan9ular
Cans, Hermetic Sealing, Aluminum,
Two Piece

o
I
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Table XI.

Exterior container types and materials

Federal Specifications

PPP-B-576 Box, Wood, Cleated Veneer, Paper Overlaid
PPP-B-585 Box, Wood Wirebound
PPP-B-587 Boxes, Wood, Wirebound, Pallet Type
PPP-B-591 Box, Fiberboard, Wood-Cleated
PPP-B-601 Box, Wood, Cleated-Plywood
PPP-B-621 80X, Wood, Nailed and Lock Corner
PPP-B-636 Box, Fiberboard
PPP-B-640 Box, Fiberboard,Corrugated,Triple Wass
PPP-B-655 Boxes, Fiberboard, Six and Eight Sides
PPP-B-1364 Box, Corrugated Fiberboard,High Strength,

Weather-Resistant,Double-Wal1
PPP-C-650 Crates, Wood, Open and Covered
PPP-C-1266 Container, Thermal, Shipping, for Medical

Material Requiring Controlled Temperature
Ranges

Military SDecifications

MIL-C-104 Crates, Wood; Lumber and Plywood Sheathed,
Nailed and Bolted

MIL-C-3774 Crates, Wood; Open 12,000 and 16,000 lb.
Capacity

MIL-C-4150 Case, Carrying, Waterproof and Water-
Vaporproof

MIL-C-471O Case Set, Shipping and Storage, Smal1
Parts, Type MF-1

MIL-C-5584 Container, Shipping, Metal Reusable
MIL-C-9897 Crate, S1otted Angle, Steel or Aluminum,

for LightweightAirframe Canponents and
8u1ky Items (for Maximum Loads of
3000 Pounds)

MIL-C-9959 Container, Flexible, Reusable, Water-
Vaporproof

MIL-C-11133 Crates, Wood, Slatted, Style, Wirebound,
Oomestic

MIL-B-11886 Box, Metal Shipping, Reusable Transporter,
Steel, Maximum Load 9000 Pounds

MIL-B-17757 Boxes, Fiber Corrugated (Modular Sizes)
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Table XI.(Continued)

Exterior container types and materials

Mi1itary Specifications

MIL-B-21827 Boxes, Consolidation
MIL-C-22B06 Crates, Sheathed, Wood Wirebound
MIL-C-25966 Container,Reusable; for TraiIer

Mounted, Air Transportablee
MIL-8-26195 80X, Wood, Cleated, Skidded, Load

Bearing 8ase
MIL-B-26241 Boxes, Demountable, Assembled with

Fasteners Other than Nai1s and Screws
MIL-C-38226 Containers,Polyurethane,Rigid or

Elastic for Packaging Small Engines
MIL-B-38721 Boxes, Consolidation, Fiberboard
MIL-C-38770 Container, Shipping and Storage, Steel,

Lightweight,Reusable
MIL-B-43014 Boxes: Water-ResistantPaperboard;

Folding, Set-up, and Metal-Stayed
MIL-B-43291 Boxes, Fiberboard,Corrugated,Double-

Wal1, Weather Resistant
MIL-B-43666 Boxes, Shipping Inserts,Consolidation
MIL-B-52508 80X, Metal, Shipping: Reusable,

Transporter,Control1ed Humidity,
Steel, 270 Cubic Feet

MIL-C-52661 Container, Cargo
MIL-C-60182 Case, Shipping, Multi-Purpose

o
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Table XII.

Strappinq and Strapping Equipment

Federal Specifications

QQ-S-781 Steel Strapping; Flat
QQ-S-790 Steel Strapping; Round, Bare and Zinc-

Coated
PPP-S-760 Strapping, Nonmetal1ic (and Closure

Seals)

Mi1itary Specifications

MIL-S-17743 Stretcher, Steel Strapping,Hand
MIL-S-43104 Strapping and Sealing Kit, Hand-Operated
MIL-S-43180 Sealer, Steel Strapping, Hand, Non-

Powered
MIL-S-43361 Stretching and Sealing Machine, Steel

Strapping, Hand
MIL-R-43448 Reel, Strapping Coi1 and Trucks,

Hand, Strapping Coi1

Table X111.

CushioningMaterials

Federal Specifications

C-F-202 Felt; Sheet (Hair) and Felt Roll (Hair)
C-F-206 Felt, Sheet, Wood, Pressed
C-H-111 Hair, Animal, Curled
UU-C-201 Cardboard; 8ristol, Manila, and Railroad
PPP-C-795 CushioningMaterial, Cellular, Plastic

Film (for Packaging Applications)
PPP-C-B43 Cushioning Material, Cellulosic
PPP-C-850 Cushioning Material, Polystyrene,Expandedi

Resi1ient (for PackagingUses)
PPP-C-1120 CushioningMaterial, Uncompressed8ound

Fiber, for Packaging
PPP-E-911 Excelsior, Wood, Fabricated Pads and Bulk

PPP-F-320
Form
Fiberboard;Corrugated and Solid Sheet
Stock (ContainerGrade) and Cut Shapes
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Table XIII. (Continuml\----- . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .

?PP-P-115 Pads, Paper, Macerated
PPP-P-291 Paperboard,Wrapping, Cushioning

!ilitary Specifications

MIL-F-2312 Felt, Cattlehair or Wool: Mildew
Resistant and Moisture Resistant

MIL-B-3106 Board; Composition,Water Resistant”
Solid (for Filter or Cushioning Pads)

MIL-C-3133 Cellular ElastomericMaterials, Fabricated
Parts

MIL-R-5001 Rubber, Latex Foam Sponge
MIL-R-6130 Rubber; Sheets and Molded Shapes, Cellular,

Chemically Blown, For Aircraft Applications
MIL-11-9884 Honeycomb, Material, Cushioning, Paper
MIL-P-26514 PolyurethaneFoam, Rigid or Elastic

for Packaging
MIL-F-17057 Felt Sheet, Wool, CcinpoundImpregnated,

Chock Padding
MIL-C-17435 Cushioning Material; Fibrous G1ass
MIL-P-19644 Plastic Foam Molded Polystyrene (Expanded

Bead Type)
MIL-R-20092 Rubber Sheets and Molded Shapes Cellular,

Synthetic, Exploded Cel1 (Foamed Latex)
MIL-C-23734 Cushioning Material, Cellulosic, Treated,

Free Flow, Tubular
Military Specifications

MIL-C-26296 Cushioning Material Packaging, Synthetic
Fibers

MIL-P-26514 PolyurethaneFoam, Rigid or Elastic, for
Packaging

MIL-C-26861 Cushioning Material Resi1ient Type, General
MIL-F-26862 Fiberboard, Solid, Noncorrosive,Fungi-

Resistant for Interior Blocking Applications
MIL-C-4OO1O CushioningMaterial, Packaging, Polyvinyl

Chloride, Plasticized,Cellular
MIL-C-46842 Cushioning Material, Unicellular Polyethy-

1ene Foam (for Packaging Purposes)
MIL-C-B1823 Cushioning Material, Sheet Form, Low Density

Unicellular, PolypropyleneFoam
MIL-F-81334 Foam, Plastic, Flexible, Open Cell,

Polyester Type, Polyurethane

I
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The choice of shipping container is usually stated in specifications,
directives, technical orders, or other authorized publications. When
a particular container is not specified or a choice of containers is
authorized, the selection of an appropriate container must be made
on the following criteria (Ref. 9 ).

(a) Initial cost of the container.

(b) Weight and cut of the container.

(c) Simplicity,economy and east of assembly and closure.

(d) Availability of the container.

(e) Need for reusabi1ity of the container.

9.9.1 Line items. Intermediatepackages of the same 1ine item may
be packed together and identified before being placed in a multipack
container.

9.9.1.1 Overseas shipment. Multipack containers for overseas
shipment shal1 meet the requirementsas specified for exterior containers.
Connwrcial type containersmay be used for overseas air shipment.

9.9.1.2 Oomestic shipment. Multipack containers for domestic
shipment shall be 1ightweight economical containers capable of making
single-trip shipments without damage to the enclosed packages. A cover
shal1 be fastened to the container to prevent theft or 1oss of enclosed
packages. Consnercial type containers may be used.

9.9.2 Weight limitations. Shipping containerswith a gross weight
of 200 pounds or over shall be provided with skids of sufficient size
and attached in such a manner as to permit the use of 1ifting devices
and material handling equipment. Where boxes and crates conform to Federal
or Military specificationrequirements,the skids shall be as specified.
In addition to specification requirements,four-way entry shal1 be pro-
vided for material handling equipment on containers 6.0irichesor more in
length or width. Load-bearingmembers shal1 be provided in areas subject
to contact with 1isting devices.

.9.9.3 Consolidation. Consolidationof packaged items may be
~ccomplished by placing these packs into containers or onto pallets.
MIL-STD-147 (Ref. 9) gives the procedures for pal1etizing and container zing
unit loads for shipments of Department of Defense material.
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9.9.3.1 Containerization. Al1 exterior packs of 1.5 cubic feet
or less, having nor single dimension exceeding 40 inches, may be con-
SO1idated in containers conforming to MIL-B-43666 when the total number
of such packs in any individual shipment exceeds 25. The advantages
of containerizationare a reduction of number of units and documentation

I and additionalprotection to the packs.\

9.9.3.2 Palletization. Palletizationis the placing of a numberI
of packages on a low, portable platform of wood, metal, fiberboard,

I or a combinationof these materials. The limitationsand types of
palletized loads are defined in MIL-STO-147.

I 9.9.4 Oangerous iterns. Items that contain radioactivematerial of
dangerous concentrateon, iternsthat may undergo spontaneouscmxbustion,
and other dangerous iternsshal3 be packed in accordance with Department
of Transportationregulations.

9.9.4.1 Shi ent b military air.
I to be shipped by?ilitly air or d “

Dangerous materials required
el1vered to an airport of embarkation

for shipment by military air shall be prepared for shipment according to
provisions of AFM 71-4, DSAM 4145.3, TM 38-250, NAVSUP Publication505,
MCO P4030.19, Packaging and Handlinq of Oangerous Materials for
Transportationby Mi1itar.yAircraft.

1
9.9.4.2 Shipment other than by military air. Oangerous materials

required to be shipped by a mode of transportationother than mi1itary
air shal1 be prepared for shipment according to applicable CAB, Depart-
ment of Transportation,or State Regulations in effect at the time of
shipment. Shipments by parcel post must cmnply with Postal Regulations.

I 9.10 Physical protection.

9.10.1 Blocking and bracing. Intetmediate packages which do not
completely fill the shipping container should be insnobilizedwithin the
container. The choice of materials used for blocking and bracing vary
widely, depending on the weight and size of the package as described

I in Section 9.5.1.
I

I 9.10.2 Cushionin
+

The selection of cushioning used in the shipping
container W11 depend on several factors. The character stics of the
cushioningmaterial, the nature of the containers,the destinationof
the pack, and the means of transportationmust al1 be taken into
consideration.

When an intermediatepackage is to be packed for shipment, the package
may be floated in cushioning and placed into an exterior container. In
this method, the noncorrosivenessand moisture content’of the cushioning
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materials are not critical. The use of absorbent cushioningmaterials
should be determined by the fol1owing:

(a) When both the intermediate package container and the
exterior container are water-resistant,the cushioning
material may be placed between the two containers.

(b) When either container is not water-resistant,the cushioning
material should be wrapped in water-resistantbarrier material.
An alternativemethod is to provide the intermediatepackage
with a sealed water-resisant wrap and the exterior container
with a sealed liner, and place the cushioningmaterial between
the two barriers.

9.11 Environmentalprotection. The shipping container must provide
protection to the packed iternsfrom effects of exposure. This pro-
tection may be afforded by the use of water-resistantshipping containers
and waterproof barrier materials. MIL-SPEC-L-10547 covers the fabri-
cating, seam sealing, and creasing of new flexible water-vaporproofand
waterproof case 1iners, overwraps, and plastic bag 1iners.

Special environmentalprotectivemeasures may be needed for shipping
containers. These may include humidity control, temperaturecontrol,
pre~~~rizing SyS@mS, profectinn from ianition or detonation by elec-
trostatic discharge, and protectionsag~inst field forces. MIL-STD-648
provides general design criteria for shipping containers including
coverage of special environmentalprotective meausres (Ref. 5).

,,

9.12 Container closure. Fasteners,closures, and strapping are used
in packing to close containers,to secure items within containers, to
secure shipping containers to skids and pal1ets, and to fabricate
containers. Fastening and closing devices for containers are used in the
following manner (Refs.7,9):

(a) Wirebound wood boxes: All styles are closed by joining
the ends of the binding wire, and may be reinforcedwith
strapping.

(b) Wood-cleated plywood boxes: Nai1ad.

(c) Nailed and lock-cornerwood boxes: Nailed and strapped.

(d) Wood boxes: Strapped for overseas.

(e) Wood crates: Nai1ed and bolted construction. Assembled
with straps.
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(f)

‘(9)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

Lumber and plywood sheathed crates: Nailed and bolted.

Wood-cleated fiberboard boxes: Strapped.

Fiber boxes: Strapped for overseas.

Triple wal1 corrugated fiberboardboxes: Closed and
fastened with tapes and adhesives.

Metal cans: Closures such as screw or 1ug caps, friction
tops, hermetic seals, or S1ip covers depending on contents.
Cans with screw or lug caps or friction tops may be reusable.

Pails: Friction tops, S1ip covers, and lug or bolt rings.

Steel shipping containers: Lug-type locking rings.

Exterior containers shall be free of protruding staples, screws,
nai1s, and other fastening agents, Containers shal1 be strapped prior
to shipment in accordancewith the appendix of the applicable container
specification. Exterior containers for domestic shipment with net weight
of 100 pounds or less shall not be strapped, unless so specified by the
applicable container specification.

9.13 Merkin
+“

Unless otherwise specified, exterior shipping containers
shall be mar e In accordance with MIL-STD-129. All marking should be
complete, accurate, and legible. When an intermediatecontainer is
used also as an exterior shipping container,the marking applicable to
shipping containers as specified in MIL-STO-129 shall be used instead
of package markings. Identificationis not required on wraps placed
in snug containers where identificationis on the container. Pertinent
precautionarymarkings necessary for ful1 protection of the packed item
shal1 be prominent y located as specified in MIL-STD-129.

9.13.1 Labels. Paper 1abels may be used to apply identificationand
special marklngs to shipping containers. The size and securing of the
labels shal1 be in accordancewith MIL-STD-129.

9.13.2 Tamperproof-decalsor labels. Labels or decals, used for
tamperproofing procedures,shal1 have high-tack, pressure-sensitive
adhesive and low tensile strength backing material, so that the applied
hMPerprOOf labels Or decals may not be removed without delamination or

destruction (Ref. 6 ).
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9.13.3 Shi in ta s, When required, shipping tags for exterior
containers s~cordance with FED-SPEC-UU-T-81. Type A tags
are used when maximum pernamency and durabi1ity is required. Type B,
Class 1 tags for domestic use while Type B, Class 2 tags are for
tropical or high humidity use.

9.14 Quality Control. The selection of samples shal1 be per-
formed in accordance with MIL-P-116.

9.14.1 Markings. The shipping containers selected as samples
shal1 be inspected with respect ,tomarking and labeling. The
materials, methods, sizes, application and location of markings on the
shipping containers shall be inspected. Inadequateor faulty marking
shal1 be reason for rejection. Rejected iternsmay be reinspected
when corrections have been made.

9.14.2 Design adequacy.

9.14.2.1 Rough handling tests. If required, rough handling tests
shal1 be performed on the completed packages packed as for shipment and
shal1 precede applicable leakage tests specified in MIL-P-I16. The
rough handling tests shal1 be made in accordancewith the applicable
test methods specified in Federal Test Method Standard No. 101.

Unless a specific test is specified, selection of tests shall
be based on the weight and dimension of the completed package as
designated in MIL-P-116.

Examination and tests for leaks in barrier materials, Seals and
closures as indicated in Table III of MIL-P-116 shall be performed
on the contained package or packages following the rough handling
tests to determine existence or extent of detrimental effects.

9.14.2.2 Cyclic exposure tests. When required, the CYC1it
exposure test shal1 be performed on the completed packages packed
as for shipment. The test specimens shal1 be subjected to Test A
or Test B as specified in MIL-P-116 before final acceptance. CYC1ic
exposure tests shal1 precede any applicable leakage tests.

)
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SECTION 10

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

1
,,

1’

10.1 *. This section provides a 1isting of the primary
documents which are considered essential for the establishmentof a
contamination control program which wil1 provide logistic protection
for precision clcaned material.

These documents may be supplementedby future revisions and other
sources resulting from research and development.

10.1.1 Environmentalcontrol.

FED-STO-209 Clean Room and Work Station Requirements,
Control1ed Environment.

MIL-STO-1246 Oegree of Cleanlinessand Clean-Room
Requirements.

MSFC-STD-246 Design and OperationalCriteria,
Controlled EnvironmentAreas.

T.O. 00-25-203 Standards and Guidelines for the
Design -n- -r-..-a A nm~watjen of Clean Ro~s
and Clean Work Stations.

10.1.2 Materials.

PPP-T-45 Tape, Gunnned,Paper, Reinforced.

L-P-378 Plastic Film (PolyethyleneThin Gauge).

FEO-STO-101 Preservation,Packaging, and Packing
Materials, Test Procedures.

UU-T-8J Tags, Shipping and Stock.

PP-T-97 Tape; Pressure-SensitiveAdhesive,
Filament Reinforced.

PPP-T-66 Tape; Pressure-SensitiveAdhesive;
Vinyl Plastic Film.

MIL-STO-147 Materials Handling Equipment.

MIL-H-5606 Hydraulic F1uid, Petroleum Base,
Aircraft and Ordnance.
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BB-N-411

MIL-STO-20003

MIL-I-Z6860

MIL-B-2219

MIL-B-131

MIL-D-3464

MIL-O-3716

MIL-L-10547

MSFC-SPEC-237

MSFC-SPEC-234

MSFC-SPEC-456A

M5FC-SPEC-456

MSFC-SPEC-124

MSC-SPEC-C-14

MSC-SPEC-C-25

10.1.3 Methods—.

FEO-STD-1O28

DSAM 4145.2 Vol. 2

Nitrogen, Technical Description.

Indicator,Humidity, Card, Three-
Spot, (ImpregnatedAreas Cobaltous
Chloride).

Indicator,Humidity, Plug, Color Change.

Barrier Materials, Transparent, Flexible,
Heat Sealable.

Barrier Material, water Vapor Proof
Flexible, Heat Sealable.

Desiccants,Activated, Bagged, Packaging
Use and Static Oehumidification.

Desiccants,Activated for Dynamic
Dehumidification.

Liners, Case, and Sheet, Overwrap;
Water-Vaporproofor Waterproof, Flexible.

Solvent, “Freon”, Precision Cleaning
Agent.

Nitrogen-SpaceVehicle Grade.

Film, Transparent, Plastic, LOX
Compatible,Gas and Contamination
Barriers.

LOX Compatible Film.

Tape, Pressure-SensitiveAdhesive for
Preservationand Sealing.

Spacecraft Fluid Analysis.

Precision Packaging Materials Cleanliness.

Preservation,Packaging and Packing Levels.

Preservation,Packaging,and Packing of
Mi1itary Supplies and Equipment,
Packing (Vol. II).

●

●

●
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OSAM 4145.1

MIL-STO-1186

MIL-P-116

MIL-STD-726

MIL-STO-794

MSFC-PROC-151

MsFc-sTD-343/3

MSFC-STD-343

MSC-PROC-C-100

MSC-SPEC-C-12A

AMCP-706-121

NAS 853

NAS 850

NAS 850

NAs 3447

10.1.4 Systems Cleanliness.

MIL-STD-454

MIL-P-81559

Storage and Materials Handling.

Cushioning,Anchoring, Bracing,
BIocking, and Waterproofingwith
Appropriate Test Methods.

Methods of Preservation.

Packaging RequirementsCode.

Parts and Equipment, Procedures for
Packaging and Packing Of.

Contamination Control and Environment
Protection of Space Launch Vehicles and
Associated Equipment.

Electronic Parts and Components,
Protection, Handling, and Packaging Of.

NASA/MSFC Standard Preservation,Packaging,
Packing, Handling and Shipping of Space
Vehicle Supplies and Associated Equipment.

Packaging of Precision Cleaned Parts/
Components.

Precision Clean Packaging.

Packaging and Pack Engineering.

Field Force, Protection For.

General Packaging Standard.

General Packaging Standard.

Precision Cleaned Items, Contamination
Barrier For.

Standard General Requirements for
Electronic Equipment.

Preservationand Packaging Procedures
for Gyroscope Assemblies, Altitude and
Oirectional Reference Instructions
for Aircraft.
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MSFC-PROC-195

MSFC-106

MSFC-10419906

MSFC-PROC-1OMO1671

KSC-C-123

Al0509302 (Ordnance)

10.1.5 Identification.

FED-STD-123

MIL-STD-129

MIL-STO-130

MSC-SPEC-C-3A

10.1.6 Quality Control.

ARP 575

ARP 788

CleanlinessLeveI Kequlrements ana
InspectionMethods for Determining
CleanlinessLevel of Gas Bearing Gas
Supply and Slosh Measuring Systems,
Procedure For.

Testing Campatibi1ity of Materials for
Liquid Oxygen Systems.

Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning and Inspection
Proceduresfor Component Parts of Gas
Bearing and S1osh Measuring Systems.

Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection,
and InspectionProcedures for Parts,
Field Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems,and
Systems for Pneumatic Use in Support
Ecjuipment.

CleanlinessLevels, Cleaning, Protection,
and InspectionProcedures for Parts,
Field Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems,
and Systems for Fluid Use in Support
@J fpm~~~.

Packaging and Packing of Parts, Repair
Parts, and Components for Space Vehicles.

Marking for Domestic Shipment.

Marking for Shipm+?ntand Storage.

Identification Marking of U. S.
Mi1itary Property.

Oecals, Certification of Cleanliness.

Procedure and Method Evaluation of
Filter Patch Testing for Aircraft
Hydraulic Pumps.

Procedure for Oetermination of Si1ting
Index of a Fluid.

●
✌✎

●
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ARP 743

ARP 785

ARP 598

ASTM-D-239D

ASTM-D-2391

ASTM-D-2429

AS~f4-O-”Z544

ASTM-D-2109-64

ASTM-F-24

ASTM-F-25

ASTM F51-68

10.1.7 Miscellaneous.

FEO-STD-75

MIL-STD-21O

MIL-HOBK-41O

Procedure for the Determinationof
ParticulateContamination in Dust
Controlled Spaces by the Particle
Count Method.

Procedure for the Oetennination of
Particulate Contaminationin Hydraulic
F1uids by the Control Fi1ter Gravi-
metric Procedure.

Procedure for the Oetennination of
Particulate Contaminationof Hydraulic
Fluids by the Particle Count Method.

Microscopic Sizing and Counting
Particles from Aerospace Fluids on
Membrane Fi1ters.

ProcessingAerospace Fluid Samples
ParticulateContaminationAnalysis
Membrane Fi1ters, Test For.

for
Using

Sampling Aerospace F1uids from Components.

Pressurant Gas Sampiing for Gaseous
Analysis.

Tests for NonvolatileMatter in Haloge-
nated Organic Solvents and their
Admixtures.

Measuring and Counting Particulate
Contaminationon Surfaces.

Tentative Method for Sizing and Counting
Airbrone ParticulateContamination in
Clean Rooms and Other Dust Controlled
Areas Designed for Electronicand
Similar Applications.

Sizing and Counting ParticulateContami-
nant in and on Clean Room Garments.

Glossary of Packaging Terms.

Climatic Extremes for Hi1itary Equipment.
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MIL-STD-648

MIL-S-4461

General Design Criteria for Systems
Shipping Containers.

Sealing Machines, Heat, Bench, and
Portable.

o

I
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I
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I

I
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